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Alternative
parking under
consideration

INSIDE

By Aaron Frederick
Staff Writer
In response to growing park
ing congestion at CSUSB and the
consequent student dissatisfac
tion, Parking Services initiated
an investigation into whether a
shuttle service could possibly
serve the growing student popu
lation.
Lead
Transportation
Coordinator
Franschell
Williams, hired last May to
develop a commuter service for
faculty and staff, has tackled the
Karla Buchanan/Chronicle
issue, using ASI and various
ASI President Eric Fallis, CSU' Trustee Roberta Achtenburg and CSVSB President Al Karnig
mass transit companies in order
to engage the problem.
As a result, a number of pos
sible solutions have been
advanced. Williams has consid
ered
using
Omni-Trans,
Metrolink, or even a student-run
ly s^lce to create a "more
expeditious" way to school.
has asked for a tuition increase for 1972 and a JD from the University
News Editor
Currently, students not liv
the Cal State system.
of. Utah College of Law in 1975,
ing on campus or within walking
Cal State Trustee Roberta
The proposed increase would has worked both in private prac
distance who represent a majori
Achtenberg visited Cal State San be 25 percent of the current fees tice and government work.
ty of the student body, must trav
Bernardino on Feb. 5 to discuss and, according to CSU public
In addition to sitting on the Cal
el by car or bus to Cal State.
studens' feelings and concerns affairs, would not be in effect until State Board of Trustees, she is the
For this bulk of the campus
about CSUSB.
the Fall 2003 quarter.
senior vice president for public
population,
either parking con
Achtenberg
met
with
Achtenberg continued, saying policy for the San Francisco
gestion
or
a
round-about public
Associated
Students,
Inc. that other than the fee increase, Chamber of Commerce. She is
transit route present problems,
President Eric Fallis, ASI CSUSB will be spared from the also on the Board of Directors for
largely of time constraint.
Executive
Vice
President current budget crises, largely due the Federal Home Loan Bank of
Williams has also deter
Jacqueline Sutton, ASI Board of to planning two years ago by the San Francisco.
mined,
from visits to other cam
Director member Ryan Joyce, ASI administration.
Achtenberg completed her visit
puses
and
a close examination of
vice President of Finance Eddie
The other concem, voiced by with a tour of a the campus lead
CSUSB,
that
while
San
Cardenas, and ASI Public Fallis, was the lack of student by CSUSB President Al Kamig,
Bernardino's
layout
creates
Relation^
Director
Marvin involvement of student at the concluding that'CSUSB was a
lengthy walks and inconvenient
Portillo.
trustee level. As- an example, "beautiful campus with high spir
parking, it is by no means the
The two main concems raised Fallis voiced his displeasure that its that is unusual within the Cal
worst
situation.
at the meeting were a possible students were not involved in dis State system," attributing this par
Other
universities such as
tuition increase and the lack of cussion over the mid-quarter fee tially to a "faculty that is extreme
University
of
California
student involvement at the trustee increase.
ly attractive in their accomplish
Riverside and San Diego State
level. Achtenburg stated that
Achtenberg, who earned a BA ments."
University have hefty parking
fees relative to CSUSB and oth
ers such as Cal Poly Pomona
have far greater problems with
Two podiums were set up at the San Bernardino City Council
parking congestion. In spite of
meeting on Feb. 7. People were given two minutes each to argue their
these comparably worse scenar
stance on the U.S. attacking Iraq, either pro or con. Numerous speak
ios, Williams and Parking
ers lined up to protest the war with their presence. A few carried
Services possess interest in
signs, several spoke their piece and one stood in eerie silence.
improving matters for students.
Since students make up the
greater number of people coming
to Cal State, "student input is
more than welcome," states
"Williams. Williams has already
contacted ASI President Eric^
Fallis in order to gamer support
and funds from the various
organizations and communities
on campus. A committee repre
senting the said groups concern
ing this matter is also a possibili
ty.
Jenn Gardner/Chronicle
The overall goal remains
Jenn Gardner!Chronicle
In attendance at the Bing S. Wong are (from right to left) Prof. Elsa
that studying and working at Cal
An activist stands in line to
Valdez, Prof. Robyn Larsen, CSUSB alum Marta Neely, and
State will be made easier for all
voice her opinion while holding
Prof. Rosalind Bresnahan.
involved.
a sign stating "Invoke Peace"

CSU Trustee visits
Roberta Achtenberg discusses school tuition hikes

Arts &
Knloi'luinnienl
;

Page JO

CSUSB'sTiieater
Pep<tftmenfs "Feet Don't
Fail Me Now", IS.reviewed"

Anti-war activists voice their opinions
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New mural for lower commons
By Vincent Dass
Sta ff Writer
r \

i

Two former art graduate stu
dents of California State %
University San Bernardino paint
a mural in the Lower Commons.
The mural encompasses the
history and environment of
CSUSB. The fate of the dark
hallway's blank wall in the
Lower Commons has been in
debate for the past year.
After four months of con
templating on what should be
done with the wall, the Event
Scheduling and Parking Services
came up with the idea in painting
a CSUSB mural.
The approval for the mural
took another four months, and
has been in the process of devel
opment for the past two months.
The artists working on the
mural is Rudy Ramirez and Juan
Esqueda
Joe Moran, chair of the Art
Department, has been overseeing
the project. As of press time, the

Matthew Taylor

other artist had not been
named.
"The mural reflects
the
auspicious San
Bernardino
mountain
range and highlights var
ious buildings, depart
ment logos, and the cam
pus mascot - the coyote,"
Tricia Walde, CSUSB
Event
Scheduling
Coordinator, said.

few pills a day for the rest of
your life and it will keep you
stable and healthy.
The main challenge in
Rolling Stone broke
ground last week with their fighting this epidemic is the
articie "In Search of Death." It fact that the bug chasing sub
was an article about bug chas culture is eroticizing it. It is
ing, or the practice of gay men being made to seem less dan
who are out seeking to become gerous and more freedom
HIV positive by having unpro- friendly, where a person can go
out and meet someone and
tect^ sex.
Although the article was have unprotected sex. Ttey
filled with facts that were lat^ become infected and no longer
proved to be incorr^t it did do having to worry about being
some Justice by bringing infected with anything else
awareness to the general pub because HIV/AIDS is consid
lic. Bug chasing comes as a ered the "worse thing you
surprise because it was not could ever be infected with."
Another element that con
long ago that HIV and AIDS
were seen as an instant death tributes to the problem of
bugchasing is the Inieritet. The
sentence.
Because of the amount of eflect of this fad is as close as
intent jnakt
medications that are currently yeter
available to fight HIV and meeting
AIDS people are not as wor
ried about the effects of the
^Epidemic cont'mdisease. In the article HIV was
uea on page 17
compared to Diabetes; take a

Managing Editor

Walde adds, "The
mural is a wonderful
addition . . . to be
enjoyed by all who visit
the Lower Commons for
years to come."
The intention of the
mural has been to pres
ent the students a sta
tionary scene of the life
and
community
of
CSUSB.
Jake Zylman/Chronicle
The
department
,
^
. Artist Juan Esquedq, on the ladder, and
believes that this mural „ . „ .
. ,
j
,
Rudy Ramirez, in the foreground, works
will add richness to the
on the mural
CSUSB experience, and

Leadership Academy teaches valuable skills
pleie the requirements.
The course is not offered as a class on campus but rather as an extra
curricular activity, .

By Marie Thomson

Staff Writer

for die Jes

" o r f o b e 'eTi^iWft w w s g f
with the tools and skills necessary to become an effective leader.
The main goals of the program are: developing leadership abilities,improving self-esteem, teaching social and personal responsibili
ties, along with helping students understand leadership as it relates to
organizations or communities.
The program is aimed at both undergraduate and graduate shidents
attending Cal State who are interested in gaining leadership skills.
It is an intense program only offered during the winter quarter, but once
a student enrolls in the program they have until they graduate to com-

In Need of Legal Advice?
The College Legal Clinic offers FREE
consultation and lawyer referrals to students.
Staff and faculty pay a $15 fee.

Bankruptcy

February 19
Family & Criminal Law

Februory 19

Appointments from 5:30 to 8 p.m

myuuMidii m ^rauuuiiuii a kiutlel

complete the nine steps required by the program. Those steps include

attending an orientation session, a mid-quarter meeting, and complete
20 workshops.
In addition to this a student must also write a personal reflection paper
for each workshop attended, compile a leadership binder, submit a final
paper and participate in the community service project.
Many workshops are offered on a variety of subjects including:
strategic marketing, conflict resolution, and successftil networking
along with many others.
The workshops are offered every Monday and Wednesday from 4 to 6
p.m. and on Tuesdays from 2 to 4 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. Since a student
has until he/she graduates to complete the program he/she does not
have to attend all 20 workshops in one quarter.
Examples of past workshop presenters include; CSUSB vice
President David Demauro, former assemblyman Joe Baca , and Judge
Stanley Hodge.
Students also complete community service as a group at the
Shriner's Hospital for Crippled Children, which treats crippled and
severely burned children.
Currently there are more than 130 students participating in the pro
gram and
according to Ericka Nunez, program coordinator, it is a "life changing"
experience for the many students involved.
If you have any questions about The Leadership Academy or
would like to join please contact Nunez in the Student Leadership and
Development office at 880-5234.

Visit our new location. ASi Suite SU-148

•

.11

\A/ith Coupon Only
minimum 20 copies

Copy Plus is open six days a week

On the comer of University & Kendall, behind El Polio Loco

nexttoUBE i&O&y QS^-GSOO

Forensic Expo
Justice Club

llxpp on \"eb.
\n V.venXs
Center A. Planned speakt
include a CHP officer, a]
Deputy Coron«' and a
sics expert. The Exponas;
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Scholarship
Af^t^lcadoit Avi
The deadline- in file a
CSUSB scholarship applica
tion is March 2. Students
may
apply
online:
http://finaid.csusb.edu. The
2003-2004 Free Application
for Federal Student Aid
(HAFSA) is due to CSUSB
by Feb. 15. If you have any
questions, contact Roberta
Albert at 880-5221.

Career Development
Center Services
The CDC will be offering
•walk-in services at Jack
Brown Hall, Room 105.
Walk-in resume critiques on
T\ie. and walk-in career
counseling Tue. and Thurs.
For more information call
die Career Development
Center at 880-5250.

Student Travel and
Research

Don't Pay . 10-.25C Each For Just A Few Copies!

^e

Buzz

Marie Thomson/Chronicle

Students listen intently at a leadership workshop

Stipends up to $1,000 are
given to support undergradu
ate and graduate research,
professional and scholarly
activities. Funding to attend
conference is also supported.
Application deadlines are
Mar. 3, April 7 and May 12.
Applications for undergradu^es are available in UH 368.
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Police Reports
Disposition: Report taken.

February 1
Incident: Stolen Vehicle • Recovery

America elevated to 'high' risk of terrorist attack
For the second time since the Sept. 11 attacks, the alert level for terfc^,
attacks has been elevated to orange or high risk.
According to Attorney General John Ashcroft, officials believe al-C^eda is
plotting against economic targets, transportation and energy, and symbols of^
America's power. Reports show M Queda's interest in carrying out chenncal,
radiological and biologic^ attacks.

Still no answer to shuttle tragedy

NASA is still analyzing photos taken of the space shuttle Columbia at lift off;
and by an Air Force tracking camera slightly befwe tfe shuttle begmi to disinte
grate, but has re^hed no conclusions. Recovery crews have found a leading'
e<%e of one of the shuttles wings, bnt it is not clear which one.
:t
Across dte country, peopk have been paying tribute to the seven astronauts
who lost their life on Columbia: commander rick Husband, pilot WilUam .
McCool, payioad specialist Michael Anderson, mission specialists David Brown,
taurel Claik and KaJpana Cbawla, and Israel's first astronaut Han Ratnon,
^

North Korea reopens nuclear facility

V
that it would be re-opening its nuclei f^rlity. Th^;
ftcilify has been closed since a 1994 pact widi the United States. While N(»di
Korean officials declare the facility will be used only for generating electricity^:
analyst believe diat North Korea is using the incident to get international ^ten-•
In recent months North Korea has rejected United Nadons nuclear inspectors
and has pulled out of a global nuclear non-proliferation treaty.
Pentagon officials announced it would be deploying reinfocceraents W tlw;
l^ific in South Korea

At approximately 10:40 a.m., officers was
flagged down off campus by a private secu
rity guard, which reported a suspicious
vehicle. As a courtesy to San Bernardino
Police Department, the CSU police officer
checked the vehicle's registration record
through dispatch. It was found that the
vehicle had been reported stolen.
Disposition: The CSU
police officer requested
a tow truck through dis
patch and had the vehi
cle stored until the
owner could be noti
fied.

At approximately 3:10 p.m. officers
responded to Devil's Canyon regarding a
report that someone was illegally dump
ing trash in the Canyon. A male subject
was detained, ordered to pickup the trash
he dumped, and cited for the violation.
Disposition: Report taken.

Incident: Battery on
bus driver, threats to
same

At approximately 6:18
p.m., officers respond
ed to the campus
Omnibus Bus stop
regarding a report the
February 2
bus driver had just
Incident:
Stolen
Courtesy of google.com been assaulted.
Vehicle
A male subject was identified as the
At approximately 4:39 p.m. officers assailant, detained, and arrested for the
responded to Serrano Village Apartment #6
battery, and for verbally threatening the
regarding a report of a stolen vehicle. A bus driver with further harm. The sub
Volkswagen Bug belonging to a CSUSB
ject was transported to the West Valley
student was stolen from lot D. No leads or
Detention Center.
suspect information at this time.
Disposition: Report taken.
Disposition: Report taken.

February 5

Sri Lanka rebels in sea suicide

February 3

Three TMuI Tiger rebels killed themselves Friday when they blew hpftSIr
boitt after they were found trying to smuggle an anti-aircraft gun and hundreds of
ammunition rounds into Sri Lmika.
/pie incident occurred hours after a fifth round of peace talks were to stot in
Berlin, Germany.

Incident: Non-student ordered to leave
campus

FBI seeks Pakistani man for questioning

Incident: Illegal dumping

At approximately 10:02 a.m. officers
responded to the Old Physical Education
Building regarding a call of a transient in
the pool area. A male non-student subject

Incident: Warrant Arrest
At approximately 1:50 a.m., officers con
ducted a traffic stop for a Vehicle Code
violation. The driver was cited for the
violation, then arrested for an outstand
ing warrant. The vehicle was impounded
as directed by the Vehicle Code.

taken.

\3mted Slates a week before the Sept. 11 attacks.
- l^w enforcement sources told CNN that an intelligence investigation ovcTr.
npcmformatieon about Khm Tlmse sources said Khmi made terrorist
;
the United States,
khmi is listed as 5 feel 3 inches tall, wei^asg i32 |X)uads widi black hair;
and black eyes. His pk^
j^aced cat ^ FBI website at www.ftH.gov.
^
InJbrmationcourtesfofCNN^:^^'

Health News
Is your computer hazardous to your health?
Imagine noticing a swollen leg one
day, then not 10 days later being admitted
to the Emergency Room of the Jiospital unconscious. This scenario may be
frightening, but what about the explana
tion of this freak happening? What if the
explanation was strange and ultiniately
habitual?
In this technological age most col
lege students spend hours in front of the
computer, sitting motionless except the
blur of typing fingers. Studies show that
sitting for extended periods of time can
cause blood clots in the appendages of
the body. With immobilization, these
clots can grow; this causes swelling of
the affected limb.
If leg and foot exercises or move
ment are performed these clots will sepa
rate. Without activity, the clots will break
off into smaller bits that will make their
way to the lungs.
Dr. Richard Beasley, of the Medical
Research Institute of New Zealand, was
one of the doctors to see the first case of
venous thrombo-embolism. A type of
pulmonary embolus, Beasley simply
called the specific case "eThrombosis."
Pulmonary embolus is the blockage
of a lung artery. Its symptoms are:
coughing that produces a bloody secre
tion and begins suddenly; sudden onset of

shortness of breath while at rest or with
exertion; chest pmn in the rib or breast
bone area, especially when bending or
breathing deeply; and leg or pelvic pain.
There are risk factors generally asso
ciated with pulmonary embolus. These
include: prolonged bed rest or inactivity,
previous leg or pelvic fractures, bums,
massive trauma, or certain clotting disor
ders. Dr. Beasley discovered that the spe
cific case of "eThrombosis" shared none
of the risk factors of venous thrombo
embolism. I
Dr. John Scurr, a thrombosis and
vascular surgeon expert, does not believe
that most "fit, young people" spend
enough time sitting to cause a dangerous
blood clot.
The first "eThrombosis" case was a
32-year-old man that was diagnosed and
treated for a life-threatening case of
blood clot - he spent up to 12 hours per
day working at his computer, rarely tak
ing breaks. The doctors in New Zealand
successfully treated the patient with
heparin and warfarin, which are bloodthinning dmgs.

Wednesday, April 2
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Coussoulis Arena
Bring Resumes!
Meet employers representing business, industry and govemrrwvt.
Kscuss the opptrtunities avollabie to you for
full-time career px>sit}ons
part-time, seasonal or part-time jobs
and interreWps.

Sfjecial thonks to cxff co-spxrtsors
CSUSB, College of Business or>d Public A<^^islration
Entwprise Rent-A-Ccr
FedEx Ground

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO
Meeting the Challenge

This information is courtesy of the
"European Respiratory Journal" and
"Yahoo! Health Encyclopedia."

•4. .•'.'JkK

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
55(X) University Parkway, San Bernardino, OA
Phone: 909.880.5250
Fax: 909.880.7094

We^: httpw^/care€r^susb,edu
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Staff Spotlight
y
"Wfiat is the jjtrfect gift for
that special someone on
Valentine's (Day.'
By Teresita Sosa
Scene Editor
Name: Colette Smclaa'
Major: Psychology
Year; Senior
- 'Tickets for Sinb^,
because the best
is
laughter."

Name: Steve
.Masteis in
"My presence. My love and
sensitivity is most important
thing. We should be togeth
er on this special day/'

Patrick McDonald

By Lakesha liroupe
Special to the Chronicle
Cal State University San
Bernardino received a new
on campus chief of police on
December 2, 2002. Patrick
McDonald, the father of one
son and married to Lourdes
McDonald, decided to join
our campus after making the
decision to get back into the
law enforcement field.
Before
coming
to
CSUSB, McDonald was the
vice president of Kelly
Moore Paint Corporation in
Northem California in the
city of San Carlos. There he
took on several responsibili
ties that included but was not
limited to things involving
auditing, insurance, and
health and occupational safety.
At the beginning of April
2002, he began the long and dif
ficult process needed to re-enter
into the law enforcement field
enabling him to take on his cur-

Like anyone applying for a

Name: Lisa Llizondo
Major: Sociology
Year: Senior
"Time! Sendiii| time with
that special person oec^use ;
we live in a world that is so
rushed."
;

job, McDonald first step was fee
normal application procedure. He
had to complete 136 hours of
police training, became recerti
fied in the law enforcement field
in order to reach his career goal
of re-establishing his identity into
the field.
McDonald is certainly a man
of great achievement. From bus
boy, to janitor, to chief of police,
he is certainly a positive role
model to those in search of their

neighbor. They are used to
me now."
At the age of 21,
McDonald was influenced to
join the law enforcement
field by a man named J.H.
McElwain, who at the time
was the police sergeant for
the Glendora office. He
learned the true meaning of
Community
Oriented
Policing and problem solving
known as C.O.P.
Before joining the police
team here at CSUSB, gaining
xperience as police lieu:nant for the GJendale
department
and
San
Francisco University police
department, he acquired
Teresita Sosa/Chronicle many law enforcement skills.
"The law enforcement is a
Chief Patrick McDonald
great
field. There are a lot of
dreams. His educational back
openings
and job opportunities.
ground includes an A.A. degree
Any
major
is acceptable," says
from SBVC, B.S. degree in crim
McDonald.
inal justice from Cal State L.A.,
The chief has nothing but
and an M.A. degree in manage
positive
things to say about
ment with an emphasis in person
experience
at CSUSB thus
nel from the university of
;e the police offi'

C

chief McDonald along with his

deputies here \iavebeen vet^ pro
fessional and outstanding work
ers. I like have the support of fee
department, the staff and stu
dents. That's important and I
appreciate it. I thoroughly enjdY,
this campus. Everyone has been
really friendly towards me/^^ggj

wife, are residents of the on-campus housing. Six months out of
the year McDonald opens his
door up to his inlaws Raul and
Delores, while the other six
months of the year they live in
Mexico.
- An
McDonald says of student's •
for McDonarFwi'tfi^ lot of pre
reactions to him living on cam
sentations and meetings with the
pus,"Students were surprised and
questioned whether I really lived
here. It was like I was a novelty
page 17
at first, but now 1 am a normal

-staff continued on

A Sigma Nu for you
Name; Tim Arroyo
Major: Business Admin,
.Ifeaf:Senior
•/K' ' -' -!'-

By Teresita Sosa

Scene Editor

T plan on naming a star aftpr
my girlfriend because
makes a pretty unique gift.

Name: Maria Luna .
Major: Human Services
Year: Senior
"A kiss because it demom
strates your emotion
towards fee other person.'

Trovi everyone at tHe Coyote Cfironkfe:
Q-fajypy VaCentmes 'Day U

Still looking for a date for
Valentines Day?
Look no further ladies, you
have an opportunity to date one of
the gentlemen of Sigma Nu.
These gentlemen will be in
Event Center B and C at 6:30
p.m. on Thursday, February 13.
Give-aways and music will be the
entertainment for the night,
before the big event begins.
The gentlemen will appear
Teresita Sosa/Chronicle
on stage around 7:00 p.m. and
Sign in front of Student Union.
ladies will have their pick of
Last year, with only two have a date to come out and
who they would like to date. The
weeks
of preparation the first choose a Sigma Nu to date." says
way this process will work is, thev
"Ask
a
Sigma Nu on a date with David Adams of Sigma Nu.
ladies will donate money towards"
Flyers have been posted
you"
took
place and successfully
a particular Sigma Nu gendemen.
throughout campus and passed
raised
over
a
thousand
dollars.
The lady with the highest dona
"This year we began plan out within the dorms. A portion of
tion will win the date with that
ning
for this event at the begin the proceeds will go to the
Sigma Nu. The Sigma Nu will
ning
of the fall quarter, with the Student Health Center.
then do whatever the lady wants
Make sure to get there eariy
Valentines
season in mind we
to do. From going to dinner and a
and
have
those dollars ready.
want the ladies who don't yet
movie to washing your car.
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Sweet places for sweet people
Great ideas for the perfect Valentine's date with that special someone

By Lorena Salcedo
Special to the Chronicle
Valentine's Day, a card and
roses, dinner and a movie. The
biggest commercial holiday, yet
the one most woman can't wait
for and the one many men dread.
In the past, Valentine's Day
meant giving out decorative
cards with heart shaped candies
that said "be mine" to all your
friends. Sometimes you received
a valentine from your secret
admirer and hoped it was from
that guy or girl you were crushing
on. And sometimes it turned out
to be from an unwanted sender.
Now that you are older it
1has become more of a routine
than a tradition. Valentine's Day
has become an annual event of
survival. If you cam make if
through the day without doing
something wrong and still man
age to leave your date pleased
and blissful then you are home
free.
So this year get ahead of the
game and be prepared to woo
rather than woe your significant
other.
Stuck for ideas? Try plan
ning something fun and different

park complete with dinner,
flowers, and a blanket.
Or treat your date to a
burger at IN N' Out and a
trip to a roller skating rink
with a DJ at World of
Wheels
on
Venice
Boulevard in Los Angeles.
Want something a bit
more casual; why not take
your date to a concert or
dancing? Surprise them
with tickets to the Hearts &
Flowers Ball w/Tyrese,
Isyss, and Amanda Perez
Thursday February 13 at
7pm at Gotham in San
Bernardino.
Or if you
feel like putting on your
dancing shoes then swing
by Carlos O'Brien's where
there's sure to be a good
Time waiting for you.
Are you more the outdoorsy type? Make a trip to
the beach or go skiing in
Big Bear.
Why not take it one
step further and treat them to
some cotton candy and a ferris
wheel at the Santa Monica Peer.
Need a little more romance
in your life? If you're willing to
shell out some big bucks show

both of you?
Why not make
an appointment at a
spa. You can get a
good package deal
for the holiday that
will be sure to make
your day relaxing.
Don't have
time for a date but
you still want to
give them a gift? An
oldie but a goody
would be your clas
sic dozen roses and
chocolates.
But
why not be creative
and give them 11
real roses and 1 silk
rose with a note that
says your love will
last forever.
If
you
are
going to give your
significant
other
chocolates,
use
frosting to write "be
Surprise, Surprise .flowers again.
mine" or "luv you"
on each piece. If you
restaurant—reservations would really want to impress and show
really be a good idea.
off your artistic side make your
Even better would be a home own fortune cookies with person
cooked candlelit dinner with al fortunes inside.
some music to set the mood.
Or rather than buying one

valentine card with a picture of
the two of you and a poem.
You could also put together a
personal coupon book with
coupons like "one free massage"
or "dinner and movie.
Want to surprise them at
school or at work? Send your
love or crush a singing telegram
or a balloon bouquet.
You can find many of these
gift or date ideas online or in
magazines.
Single or not really into
Valentine's Day? Then you could
spend some time with your
friends. Spend the night in with a
movie fest or go out and see
"How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days"
with Matthew McConaughey and
Kate Hudson.
Go out and paint the town
red doing things you wouldn't
normally.
Ladies why not be a vixen
and ask out a Sigma Nu and he'll
do just about anything for you on
February 13 from 6:30-7:30pm at
Event Center B&C.
Whatever you do this
Valentine's Day, make sure it's
something special and enjoy
yourself because after all that's
what it's all about.

I^ree Ice Cream?
Student Leadership & Development is looking for new
student applicants to run for office.

Ariunna Valdez/Chronicle
Chris Balanay serving JeffTavano and
Wenhan Lee some icecream.

By Arianna Valdez
Staff Writer
There was an ice cream social for all
CSUSB students interested in becomiing
a leader for the Coyote Orientation
Program. On Feb.4, the planning com.mittee was not just handing out ice
cream, but also handing out information
about what the program entails.
This event brought in new interested
faces, such as Howard Snow, who says,
"This is a great opportunity to help fur
ther the education of incoming students."
Some people might know this pro
gram as New Student Orientation, but it
is now known as Coyote Orientation. Its
purpose is to orient new incoming fresh
man, transfers, national exchange stu
dents and parents.
The leaders are in charge of about
200 incoming students. They take the
students to different workshops, such as a
debt management workshop, ^e lead
ers help set up a Club Fest 3/4 an outdoor

lunch where representatives from clubs
recruit new members. Campus tours are
also available, to students to get them
familiar with the campus.
To liven things up, the leaders help
put together a lip-sync musical show
that is fun for the smdents. This all
takes place about a month before fall
'.classes start. Coyote Orientation essen
tially serves as a way for new students to
prepare for college and for current
CSUSB students to get involved.
Becoming a leader for Coyote
Orientation is a great way for students to
develop many proficiencies. To become
a leader, you have to go through leader
ship training which, according to plan
ning committee member Shawn
Mohamed, "makes you overall, a better
person."
The type of leadership skills that you
leam as a leader in this organization are
the type that are demanded in today's
work field, which will look great on a
resume.
The Coyote Orientation is now look
ing for new applicants to take on leader
ship roles. Applications are available in
the Student Leadership and Development
office and are due Feb. 14. They will
take these applications and narrow them
down to about 40-50 applicants.
Following that, there is an interview
process and the selection will take place.
There is no current number on how
many applicants will be chosen, so turn
in those applications and be part of the
program that can help you shine as a
leader.

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are "

CSUSB
Discount
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Now offering Delivery to CSUSB
After 6:00 p.m. ' 01116 in only
Now otferir^ Delivery to CSU3B Serrano Village
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cds (this year alone): $300
frame for concert ticket stubs: $ 13

used turntable: $20

Apply for a summer internship with Interscope/Geffen/A&M Records at mastercard.com.
You could be sent to Nashville, where you'll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs.
You might even be flown to LA to work on the Jurassic 5 album Power in Numbers,
there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's MasterCard.®
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Cloning II: How will it all play out?
By Janel Briones
Staff Writer
For the last half decade, the
exploration of human cloning has
been the subject of much global
public attention and an intense
moral debate. This issue heated
up when the claim of the first
cloned human embryo in
November 2001.
Human cloning has two
potential uses; one is for repro
duction, and the other i& for
research. Issues of identity and
individuality, the intention of
having children, and the distinc
tion between procreation and fab
rication; all must be considered in
the decision of cloning.
Human cloning has been
broken down into three designa
tions. First is the cloning to pro
duce children. Second is cloning
for biomedical research. Third is
the cloned human embryo. .
The new race of people who
will be developed from cloning
will defmitely affect society and
the design of it. Questions of this
new lineage arise in bundles.
Will cloned humans be able
to have children? Will cloned
children be able to be immu
nized? How can one tell if some
one is a clone? If the decision is
made for a cioned human to be
rid and

k
k
k

~ Cloning continuea
i _ on page 17
Tombstone on
left: A tribute to
those Iraqi chil
dren who have
been killed in
war. The tomb
stone also serves
as a reminder of
what is soon to
come.
Next week in the
Multi-Cultural
section, check
out "Iraqi
Culture."

The California Student Aid Commission (CSAC) is accepting applications for the 2003/2004 Cal Grattl
programs. CSUSB will host the following Cal Grant/Financial Aid Workshops in the Student Events
Center on the fol lowing dates:

k

k
k

forced to socialize with "their freedom, equality and human
own", will they be ridiculed if , dignity, freedom for the cloned.
exposed?
equality for both asexual clones
Because cloning is a med and sexually reproduced humans,
ically scientific experiment, these and the human cachet for both
medical questions are debated on beings also.
constantly. If a clone were the
Would it not be fair if an
exact replica of someone, then actual human being went up
they would also have the exact against a genetically designed
reproductive parts, allowing a clone in an athletic race? Would
clone to give birth to a child.
it not be fair if one could have
Will the offspring of these their life extended, with the treat
beings be able to be immunized? ment founded in cloning, but
WiU immunization be necessary? cloning was not able to be pur
The closest knowledge we know sued?
Courtesy of sciam.com
about offspring from one's same
Cloned beings would be the
Playing God? Soon humans will be able to recreate themselves.
genes is incest.
first of the human race whose
History and experiments entire genetic makeup is picked ing is the moral case for biomed soning for cloning could benefit
prove that many problems arise out in advance. This could be ical research cloning. The med mankind in numerous ways such
during this process; if cloning seen as a "creation." Something ical benefits that come from this as: rejuvenation (reversing the
could be, the result of it could be that humans can not take credit experimental path of healing aging process), reversing heart
another example of human flaw. for. We as humans caimot make must be weighed out against it's attack, allowing infertile couples
Is it fair to bring life with the something out of nothing; that is morally wrong case of abusing to have kids, learning how to
chance of ridicule at the expense not in our mortal power. If and annihilating of a developing switch cells on and off therefore
of their forced-to-be life? Does humans take this into their hands, human life.
curing cancer, and many more.
the ideal of existence appeal to clones might be considered to be
The President's Council of
Student Brandon Torres
the living more, opposed to non more like a product of a manufac Bioethics reports, "They believe says, "although I think that we
existence?
turing process; compared to a that the moral objections to this have an obligation to help suffer
According to Human Cloning "blessings" of a child with which research are outweighed by the ing patients from the hardships of
and Human Dignity: An Ethical their parents should be grateful.
great good that may come from our mortal life, I think that it's
Inquiry, by the President's Student Susan Mansueto says, "if it."
even more necessary to think of
Council on Bioethics, "There people will be used and seen as
In this ethical debate, we our future generation also. I
seems to be no ethical way to try objects, what does this say about must also consider the moral think they deserve a chance to see
to discover whether cloning-to- humanity?"
harm to society.
a world that honors and respects
produce children can become
This is tied in with the next
Crossing a boundary from
moral limits, and respects life in
safe now or in the future." The reason for cloning which is bio sexual to asexual reproduction is
interest of safeness also begin to medical research. Humanity's a huge moral issue for many. On
disclt^c the etlntal
obligation to allay bum»-nffnn -iftlbe 4>dief

SaOirdiy

January 18,2003

10AM-I2PM

Wednesday

January 29.2003

5PM. 7PM

Monday

February 10.2003

6PIV1.8PM

Tnetday

February 18,2003

6PM-8PM

Tkanday

February 27,2003

6PM.8PM

'Spanish Workshop*

« Cal Grant A is a state grant that is appli^ toward registration fees. It is renewable for i
maximum of foQf years. New and continuing undergraduate students who detnonstrate academic
achies'cmcnl (3.0 GPAlTuid.financial aid eligibility may apply.
Grant B is a college opportunity grant for undergraduate students from disadvaiUaged
back^nds and low-incomc families. Students must have a 2.0 GPA and meet all other
eligibility requirements. Awards are renewable up to four years. Cal Grant B pays an access
grant in the fiisl year and pays tuition and access in subsequent years.

• Cal

k
k
k

Picture by Jake
Zylman.

• If you are a high school senior or graduated from high school in 2002. you may qualify for a Cal
Grant Entitlement Award. These awards are unlimited to recent high school graduates who
meet the C al (irant A and 11 income and GPA requirements
« Callforuia Commuaity College Transfer Eutitlement Awards are also available to students
who meet financial and basic eligibility requirements, have a 2.4 GPA from a California
Community College and graduate from high school in 2000-01 or later. Students are eligible for
this award when transferring from a community college to^a four-year institution.

Baskin(^Robbins.

Cal Giant programs, you must complete the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) by the March 3, 2003 deadliaf. If you are currently a CSUSB
undergraduate student and have earned 36 units with a 2.0 GPA, we will electronically transmit
your GPA to CSAC for Cal Grant consideration. If you have less than 36 units, you will need to
complete Pan B of the Cal Giant GPA Verification form and submit it to the Records Office,
UH-I7I for completion by the March 3,2003 deadline. You must nc« have a grad check on file
fw Winter 03. Spring 03 or Summer 03. FAFSA and Cal Grant applications are availdile at the
Financial Aid Office, UH-150. Students may complete the FAFSA application online at:
www.fafsa.Etl gnv

Classified

• To aw)ly for the

For additional information, please visit our website at: http://www.finaid.c3usb.e<lu
FILING DEADUNE DATE: Murch V

.

10% discount off your purchase
at eiUier Togo's or Basldn Robbins with.
valid CSUSB student or faculty I.D.
Please present I.D. at the time of order.
Not rahd wifli any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
4375 North Univer^ty Parkway sakm
Sail Bmurdiiito, 92407
909-173.7494

Have your parents
snooped on your
private life with
hi-tech devices?If
so,
journalist
wants to speak
with you: Email:
bonnie.vangilder

@ABC.com
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U.S. threats: North Korea and Iraq
N. Korea agreed yet has recently
reactivated their power plant, for
peaceful purposes. The Koreans
War is no laughing matter, claim the main nuclear complex
that is unless Jackie Chan is ^ will be used to generate electrici
ty for its citizens. The U.S. coun
singing it in a comedy movie.
But the word war holds more ters this by claiming that the facil
weight with Americans as we ity is unable to produce enough
contemplate two wars: one with electricity to be a viable energy
Iraq and another with North source, but instead will be used to
make nuclear arms that will be
Korea.
On Friday, the terrorism sold to nations and groups around
threat alert rose from elevated to the world.
The Yongbyon facility can
high risk- of a terrorist attack.
With recent arrests of suspects extract enough plutonium to
planning chemical attacks in make several nuclear weapons,
Europe and North Korea's U.S officials say. Although,
Yongbyon nuclear plant restarting North Korea has never admitted
up, the awareness is raised wd to developing any nuclear
Americans panic that we may be weapons, there is speculation that
fighting two wars at once. the country presently has at least
Which should we be more con one or two in possession.
North Korea rejects U.N.
cerned with?
Student Jennifer Valencia is nuclear inspectors into Yongbyon
more concerned with N. Korea. and has also warned the U.S. that
They are more threatening any surprise attack by the United
because their whole nation hates Sjates on their peaceful nuclear
us. In Iraq, the people don't hate facilities will spark a full-scale
us so much, it's the political war. The communist state also
said that pre-emptive strikes were
heads.
In 1994, the United States not the exclusive right of the U.S.
The White House has said in
ordered that North Korea freeze
response
to Pyonyang's direats
any future development of their
that
the
United
States has robust
nuclear power plant Yongbyon
plans
for
any
contingencies.
because it posed too intense a
threat on the uiunendable rela- Although there are no reported
tw^.countrics ^bare. mtentiona .of .invasi!9n»
By Susie Medina
Multi-Cultural Editor

claims capability of simultaneous
military action there and in Iraq.
The likeliness of that hap
pening is greater than imagined.
While Americans will be cele
brating Valentines on Friday, the
14th, this date will also mark the
day that the Security Council will
be inspecting Iraq, expecting
complete cooperation.
This
means they must consent to U2
surveillance flights, action to pass
legislation outlawing weapons of
mass destruction and more pri
vate interviews with scientists.
Although Iraq has recently
agreed to let the UN interview
their scientists, they claim that the
scientists decline unless an Iraqi
representative is present. All
three of those steps must be
passed in order to meet the
requirement of the Security
Council's Resolution 1441,
which was passed in November
and would indicate that Iraq is
finally meeting its obligations
and agreements to disarm.
Unfortunately, if this does
not pass. Bush will take military
action, with or without the UN
blessing, which means war.
The only ally at this pokit that
the United States has is Britain.
Tony Blair has been scrutinized
for hanging from President Bush's

Touring the World
Bordeaux, France
Why not make your
next travel destination
Bordeaux,
France!
Although world famous
for its "notable" wine,
Bordeaux, France offers
its guests a romantic
atmosphere as well.
This charming city with
its neoclassical architec
ture, grand plazas and
fine art museums is as
rich in culture as it is in
Courtesy of google.com
wine.
Bordeaux's aesthetic
Bordeaux, popular for it's wine vineyards.
beauty which is entirely
other monuments worth seeing is
its own, often draws peo
ple to the heart of its city were one can always an option as well.
With many things to do and see in
visit the Port de la Luna (Port of the
this
amazing
city, one thing not to miss
Moon) which has moored ships from
is
Bordeaux's
famous countryside
around the world. Sailors have called
where
France's
finest
vineyards and
this seaport, which is really not on the
enchanting
chateaux's
and
castles await.
sea at all, but up the river 60 miles, a
If
your
one
who
enjoys
wine, then
port since ancient times.
Shopping is always a delight in the take a tour to discover the age-old tradi
city of Bordeaux with its fashionable tions associated with the making of
boutiques, but if one prefers to t^e a some of the world's greatest wines. One
tour instead to view the city's many gor will get to tour the cellars, museums and
geous architecturally designed build taste the flavors that Bordeaux's vine
ings, which include its churches, and yards have to offer its guests.

What culture do you
belong to?
Send us your story or ideas on the many different
cultures that combine to make this country great.
E-mail the newspaper at sbchron@csusb.edu.

photo courtesy of google.coni
Korean protesters want Bush to leave them alone.
84% of Britons oppose military
action without intemational sup
port and 43% are opposed under
any circumstances, according to
the Los Angeles Hmes.
France will not commit to
any action until the inspection is
complete and even then, may
count themselves out. Russia and

give the U.N. more time.
At this point, the United States in
on the verge of fighting two wars
with very little support. The act
may be considered impulsive or
be considered inevitable.
The whole regime resembles
WWII when the United States
was in war with both Germany
teU

STUDENT BUSINESS PLAN
COMPETITION
Want to Start Your Own Business?
Sign up to participate in the CSUSB Student Business Plan
Competition to be held on May 15, 20031 Open to all students!
Rnnfifits to Participatina:
• Learn what it takes to develop a business plan for your venture
Receive mentoring and advice from 1ECE, local business professionals,
and investors on the development of your business plan
' Make valuable networking contacts with local business professionals
Receive valuable feedback from business professionals and investors
during the competition

Cash Prizes awarded to
Place
2""* Place
3"* Place

top business plans!
$1,500
$1,000
$ 500

Sign Up Nowl Applications are being accepted untii February 24!
Stop by the lECE Office In Jack Brown Hall (Room 281 & 284) or
call 880-5708 for more Information and an application!

Presented by

Enterprise
Fundin
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITV
SAN BERNARDINO
,
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Opinion: Should english be the offi-

Who is Saint Valentine anyway?

ciallanguage?
By Junna Preston
ylsst. Multi-Cultural Editor
America is among one of
tJbe worWs leading nations and
yet it has never decl^d an
official language. Mimy peo-'
pie believe that by not having
an official language it is a
problem and a concern for the
future of this country.
Organizations such ^ the
U.S. English Foundation and
the U.S. English Inc. are serv
ing to promote English either
through learning or legislation.
These organizations have
nwde nationwide contributions
to the English literacy problem
and believe that a common
toguage keeps unity and a
cultural guidepost among dif
ferent types of people.
Although a eomriKm
guage may prevent many pob\ ^eras from arising, would this
iitfringe upon the ideas of cul
tural relativism? These ideas
suggest that all culture
equal and that-no one lus the
right to make judgments or
changes to another's.
; Student Matt Schoenmann
'Wfilves that we would be
doing just that,-,

need for an official language.|
Eh^sh as an official langiiager
forces cultures to conform to
the white man's view of what
America sh<Hild be."
;
Here, within America, we
have been referred to as fhe
melting pot and have success
fully been able to unite as a
nation for over 200 years. It
has not been our shared lan
guage that has made this coun
try great, but the many differ
ent races of immigrants who
have come and sh^ed a com
mon vision of the American
ideologies that make us great.
English has been die dom
inant language for Americans
and is commprily , learned
around the world in fna»y
countries as a second lan
guage. So, even if English is
declared tte official language
of Aii^rica, does that mean we
should not learn a second lan
guage?
;
: ^ When traveling to Europe
other (tontinents, it is very
common to find people speak%^^
ing at least three or more laiii
guages. Countries such as.

"English Continued
on Page 17

By Pleasance Brown
Staff Writer
Bet you didn't learn this in
your History 101 class, the leg
end of St. Valentine. Here's the
real background to the holiday
of love we will be celebrating
this Friday.
Saint Valentine served as a
priest at a temple during the.
reign of Emperor Claudius.
Emperor Claudius II led Rome
to many bloody and unpopular
campaigns. Claudius the Cruel
was having a difficult time get
ting soldiers to join his military
leagues. He believed the reason
was the men did not want to
leave their lovers or families.
As a result, Claudius can
celled all marriages and engage
ments in Rome. Valentine did
not feel this was right, and urged
men to continue to marry in his
church. Claudius had Valentine
jailed for defying him.
While in jail, Valentine
became friends with another
jailer whose blind daughter he
fell in love with. He left a note
for her and signed it "From Your
Valentine". He died February
14, 269 A.D.
In 496 A.D. Pope Gelasius
set aside February 14 to honor
St Valentine.

A gmluai<r
is
si^»posed to pay
dmdcnds for a lifetime
bit not all gtarhiate degf^ee5 an?
created equal. At Cal Baptist, yon can
csxmt on pffrsonali2cd
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate programs
and iui ethicjd focus that distinguishes^
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cai Baptist gratluate degree as
money out of pocket. Its more like
money m

APPLY NOW
for the
Fish and Game

Warden Cadet
EXAM

Roman, who was martyred for cards. Commercial valentines
were introduced in the 1800's
refusing to give up Christianity.
and
now the date is very com
Another celebration of
Valentine's Day started in the mercialized.
The town of Loveland,
time of the Roman Empire. In
ancient Rome, February 14th Colorado has a large post .office
business around February 14.
was a holiday to honor Juno.
Juno was the beautiful The spirit of good continues as
Queen of the Roman Gods and valentines are sent out with sen
Goddesses. The Romans also timental verses and children
knew her as the Goddess of exchange valentine cards at
women and marriage. The fol school.
Now the holiday is celebrat
lowing day, February 15th,
ed to show loved ones just how
began the Feast of Lupercalia.
The lives of young boys and much they are loved. Are we
girls were strictly separate. taking away the history and ori
However, one of the customs of gin of St. Valentine? Is it a
the young people was name fraudulent holiday?
Student Bob Miller believes
drawing. On the eve of the festi
that
the day is not fraudulent,
val of Lupercalia the names of
Roman girls were written on but did admit that he knew noth
slips of paper and placed into ing about the history nor the
jars. Each young man would background of Valentine's Day.
Some people will be cele
draw a girl's name from the jar
and would then be partners for brating Valentine's Day alone,
the duration of the festival with spending time with family and
the girl whom he chooses. friends. Student Paul Way will
Sometimes the airing of the chil be attending the Theatre Arts
in
Utah
during
dren lasted an entire year, and Festival
often, they would fall in love Valentine's Day. He states he
will be "heavily engaged into
and would later marry.
Gradually, February 14 the competition of theatre per
became the date for exchanging formance."
Whether or to not one
love messages and St. Valentine
became the patron saint of chooses buy (literally) into the
gift-giving of Valentines Day or
lovers.
In the United States, Miss to fly solo, remember the cultur
al' aspects of this very ancient
holiday on this February 14th.

Applications must be postitihrked
no later than March 7, 2003.

Exam requirements: 60 semester college units, 18 of which must be
in biological sciences, police science or law enforcement, natural
resources conservation, ecology, or related field. For complete
requirements, see www.dfg.ca.gov/hrb/pages/currentdfgexams.html
Mail the application to: Department of Fish and Game, Attn: Exam
Unit. Room 1217, P.O.Box 944209, Sacramento, CA 94244-2090.
You MUST include a State of California ADoiication (form 678).
downloadable from the State Personnel Board website at
Iwww.sDb.ca.aov) AND a complete course list (especially the required
18 units)
For more information, please contact Human Resources at
(916) 653-8120 -

IIIVERSIT
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Play Review: The feet don't fail
Jennifer Ward
Staff Writer
The
Theater
Arts
Department recently concluded
its performance of "Feet Don't
Fail Me Now." The company of
seven dancers performed every
thing from hip-hop , ballet, ball
room dancing, salsa and even
disco.
Directed by Margaret Perry,
"Feel Don't Fail Me Now" was a
form of self-expression, impacted
by athletic ability and passion for
dance.
The hour-long show featured
a company of seven dancers
including; Danielle Arnold,
Richard Baker, Kelly Carbajal,
Marissa Laing, Albery Lockhart
and Jason Maddy. Faculty chore
ographers Janys Antonio, Steve
Earnest, Lisa Lyons, and Maura
Townsend worked on this origi
nal production as well.
The performance began with
dance from the past 600 years.
Each of the routines seemed to be
preformed to the same piece of
music, tweaked to provided the
right tempo and feel for each
dance, but never failing to sound
like an old church organ. It poked
fun at the relationships between
men and women in social danc
ing through the ages.
There was an unpredictable
rhythm to the performance as the
following routine was hip-hop
and the next on Pointe, as a pair
of dancers tried to emphasize the
passion and ferocity of ballet.
The hip-hop routine in itself was
worth going to see, and was alto
gether fantastic.
"It is particularly difficult
and rewarding for the company to
transition between styles as
diverse as hip hop and classical

Photo courtesy of Corinne Jamieson

'Feet Don i I'ail Me Now."
ballet," says Perry. "It isn't easy
to dance with the emotional ele
gance of Alvin Ailey one minute
and the sassy quality of Bob
Fosse the next, but it's amazing
to watch."
The costumes seemed to
slightly counteract the elegance
and aesthetics of the perform

ance. While the cuts and styles
perfectly matched each time peri
od and routine, one could not
help but think the fabrics looked
much like flower print curtains.
There were slight pauses
when the dancers performed
quick costume changes between
routines, but t the show did pro

ceed on time. The company also
added a bit of comedic relief in
their performances.
If you enjoyed this perform
ance, or if you would like to sec
something new, the Theater Arts
department has much in store for
the remaining school year.
Upcoming
shows
at
the

Noontime Bands

University Theater include
"Blithe Spirit" from March 7 to
the 15, "The Crane Wife" from
May 1 to the 4 and "The..
Resistible Rise" of
showing May 30 tiuougbJ^tie 7.
For more information contact the
Theater Arts Department at (909)
880-5884.

==

AlmaMelodiosa rocks the Student Union

your heart and says, "Be free."
Their
original live and studio
Staff Writer
compositions are very well con
Alma Melodiosa, which structed, but also provide a clean
means melodious soul, per and clear sound that transports
formed their "flamencadelic" you to another time.
For more than five years the
dance music last Wednesday at
the Student Union as part of the band has recorded and toured the
west coast. They deliver a brand
Noontime Bands.
"Blending old world gypsy of hypnotic and enchanting
passions with futuristic grooves" music at music festivals, col
the six-piece band proved to be a leges, coffee shops and any place
fresh and colorful twist of tradi triat will let them play.
Band members originate
tional Latin and world rhythms.
from
Northern California, Spain,
Felicity Ocean Song and
and
Canada
while their base is in
Kathy Miletich harmonize the
Angels
Camp,
Calif.
sweet sound of angelic vocals in
Spanish and English. While the
*If
you
like
Natalie
guitar players, Nicholas Ocean
Song and Mark Mansfield, trade Merchant, Sade and Spanish
style guitar, then you will defi
leads flamenco style.
At one point the drummer nitely dig this band. Their second
and Nicholas switched instru album entitled "Enchantment"
is now available, visit
ments, displaying their versatility and
in playing. The band expresses www.almamelodiosa.com for
music from the soul that tugs at more info and touc dates.

Alan Vacks

Alan Vacks/Chronicle
Vibin' with the melodious soul
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Art is Science; Not Just Blowing Hot Air

Illustration by, Jesse Henderson

Chad Alpert working his magic, I mean science.
Alan Vacks

and illusions, representing an
energy transfer. Glass allows me
to manipulate science by stretch
Chad Alpert considers him ing physics with glass's elasticty
self a conceptual artist who inter and fluidity."
Alpert started out as a biolo
prets science's control over the
universe by manipulating molten gy and pre-med major and first
glass into his own artistic and sci enrolled in ceramics to relax and
try to find patience in his life. He
entific expression.
The senior aft major finds all soon realized what a creative out
the forms of glass existing natu let it is and quickly devoted him
rally in science. Alpert says, self to artistic expression.
Alpert says, "Art is science,
"Glass captures the element of
light by bending and transfoimr the purpose of an artist is to

Staff Writer

experience for the viewer."
The artist started blowing
glass on campus four years ago in
the Visual Arts Building. He
focuses on glass but also enjoys
ceramics, sculpture and perform
ance art, and often the different
combines media.
Finding the experience spiri
tual, Alpert refers to the fumace
as the mother because it is warm,
womb-like and vibrant. The
intense interaction of blowing
glass puts him in an almost Zen-

he enjoys about working with
glass are that: it is fast paced,
goal-oriented, a team effort, and
it gives him the chance to orches
trate aspirations.
The technique Alpert labors
at is called off-hand glass blow
ing, also known as soda lime, soft
glass or art glass. It is an ancient
tradition from before Roman
antiquity. Similar to ceramics,
glass blowing uses centrifugal
force to manipulate the material
almost constantly. The major dif
ference is the plane of rotation,'
ceramics is horizontal and glass,
is vertical.
A fumace heats a pool of
glass in a ceramic kiln at 2,200
degrees; Alpert uses a metal rod
to gather the glass by dipping and
spinning it to balance the molten
glass on the end of the pipe. Then
he pushes vapor from his breath
through the pipe and the reaction
expands the bubble. Next, he
shapes the glass with various
tools and reheats/repeats the
process until the desired effect
transpires.
Off-hand glass blowing can
be functional and/or decorative.
Alpert learns techniques in the
glass studio and uses those appli
cations to express his own ideas
into vessels.He sees glass blow
ing as a stepping-stone in his
future plans and goals.

ized that teaching is a big part of
the world and there are a lot of
lessons to be learned and taught.
Alpert believes he has the talent
and knowledge to share with
other people and considers pursu
ing a teaching career in the Arts.
Alpert is currently working
on a mixed media piece that rep
resents cellular components and
is scheduled to appear in an exhi
bition at the Robert V. Fullerton
Museum in the Visual Arts
Building. The show will mn
from Feb. 24 through March 10
and the opening will be held Feb.
27. For more info call 880-7373

- Alan Vacks/Chronicle

.Oooh..Marracuda.

Something Like Silas
Heather Hubbard

Staff Writer
There is something about the band
Something Like Silas that makes you like
them before they even begin playing.
It is the way they connect with the
audience and talk to everyone as if they
were their best friend. Or maybe it's the
hilarious stories they tell about each other
(such as the time the drummer was eating"
a burrito and a bird flew oyerhead and
relieved himself, yet the hungry musician
simply tore off the tainted piece and kept
on eating).
Whatever the reason, it's obvious
Something Like Silas is more than com
fortable on stage. You'd guess they have
years of performing under their belts, but
really they're just a group of young musi
cians who have been together for only two
and half years.
With two full length albums
("Creation's Call" and "Live at Hume
Lake") an EP ("Something Like Silas")
and a third album due in spring, it's no
question that the five piece band (Eric,
Nick, Lenny, John and Malina) is dedicat
ed to what they do. They've not only
toured in Portland and Seattle, but all over
California as well.
However, a familiar haunt of the
group's is the "Flood" in San Diego where
they perform on an almost regular basis. In
August 2001 they were asked to play at
Hume Lake, which is where their live
album was recorded.
SLS writes all of their own music and
unlike most young bands, they don't sing
about relationship problems or how much

high school sucks. Instead they sing their
praise and gratefulness to Christ. What can
be classified as an alternative rock sound,
SLS is anything but quiet about their love
for the Christian religion. In songs such as
"When I Search For You" and "Forever"
the band belts out their devotion and love
to Christ with a rock edge ±at sends their
vibrant energy into their huge crowd of
fans.
When SLS played a November con
cert in Lake Arrowhead, they were sur
prised to see many fans turned up that
were not only from the San Bernardino
area, but from all over the Inland Empire.
The San Diego natives thanked their audi
ence repeatedly for coming out on the
snowy, freezing cold night and couldn't
believe how far some had traveled to get
there.
After performing the free-admission
concert, the musicians met and talked with
their fan^, old and new alike. Talking to
^Silas

Continuea on Page 17
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The Coyote Movie Ticket:

FD2 is ok but wait for the league of the G.Q.
Ivan Fernandez & Marcos
Landin
Staff Writers
Excellent

Rating: Definitely

Watch This Film

Mild Rating: Get A Second
Opinion

Poor Rating: Save Your Money
For A Lapdance
"FINAL DESTINATION T

IMDB Synopsis: Kimberly, yoiu
regular girl, ends up escaping the
clutches of death, and saves oth
ers, as well. But soon the sur
vivors start dropping dead and
Kimberly realizes you can't cheat
Death.
Ivan: I have never witnessed a
more perfectly crafted freeway
disaster. The attention to detail is
nothing short of amazing.
Vehicles smash into each other,
people get smashed and killed and
it's nothing short of breathtaking.
Sadly, it also marks the point of
the whole film: how cool will the
next death be?
Marcos: I can't agree with you
more. There hasn't been a more
perfectly crafted disaster since
five minutes ago wh^J lgjft,

Men's bathroom...! swear there
was toilet paper when I went in,
•but I had to use a copy of last
week's Chronicle. Oh yeah, the
deaths are cool.
Ivan: The cool thing about "FD2"
is that you do not need to have
seen the first film in order to enjoy
the sequel. However, if you're
familiar with the first one, you
may be slightly disappointed as 1
was with the sequel. As I said
before, "FD2" boils down to how
cool the next death will be. That
means, be prepared for lots of
gore and lots of blood and a lesson
in the male digestive system. At
least A.J. Cook was cute. She
made watching the screen fun.
Marcos: I actually like "FD2"
better than the first. I really liked
the way they tied in the first film
with it and totally left it open for
"FD3." When a movie makes me
jump out of my seat and say,
"WHOA!" by the effect of the lat
est death, then the filmmakers
have done their job. I liked the
way that everything they did was
linked to their deaths. If you liked
the first one and you like gore.
Definitely Watch This Film.
Otherwise, Save Your Money For

Photo courtesy of google.com
Sean Cannery's debut in a movie based on a comic bfiok.
MOVIE NEWS

Marcos: Yet again, another great
comic book turned movie will be
coming out this year and no, I am
not talking about "X-Men 2,"
"The Incredible Hulk," or
"Daredevil." This film is "The
League
Of
Extraordinary
Gentlemen." This film is being
directed by none other than
Stephen Norrington. Just to recap
on Norrington's previous film, it

was "Blade^''whh

CKY leads the revolt
Ivan Fernandez & Jesse
Henderson
Staff Writer & A&E Editor
We are lucky we even made it to see
CKY (A.K.ACamp Kill Yourself), as we
got lost on the way and ended up in some
cul-de-sac in Anaheim hills. We found a
shopping center and while Ivan was
thumbing through a phonebook that
looked like it was soaked in urine and
dust for Chain Reaction's number and
address, I asked random people inside
Sav-on for directions.
Ivan joined me in the store and it was
obvious we weren't getting anywhere, so
I decided to follow my intuition and just
shoot west on Imperial Highway.
On the road, I informed Jesse of my
decision to never use Yahoo! Maps again.
We went through Brea and Fullerton
and then finally we stopped at another
pay phone when we got to Anaheim and
shelled out a little coin for the 411 call
that cleared our confusion. It just so hap
pened that we were on the right street,
Lincoln, which Chain Reaction was on,
so it just meant going west a few more
blocks.
Chain Reaction is the small place
that has hosted many an underground
ban^, such as rock group Same Way
Again. This is seen by the walls covered
with band t-shirts and stickers on the
walls and posts. The headliners, CKY,
were already performing when we got
inside.
The crowd was compacted into the
white lines that cleared room for a walk
way. If you step out of that line, an ego-

i
I

all comic books turning film..
Ivan: Sadly, the same can't be
said about video games into
movies. There have been nothing
but stinky, chunky, peanut-buttery
crap bombs. From the Super
Mario Bros, movie to Boob
Raider...! mean. Tomb Raider. No,
actually, I mean Boob Raider.
Marcos: MORTAL KOMBAT!!!
Ivan: Yeah, that one sucked too.
But hopefully, that will all change

maniacal bouncer would shine his little
flashlight into the comer of your eye and
demand you step into the white line. 'But
I like coloring outside the lines sir'!
This was a great show, because Ivan
told me so, and because I saw girls get
their breasts signed. Actually CKY were
pretty impressive, and their philosophy is
appealing. They not only know how to
play their own instruments, but they
played them well without ever having to
conform to industry standards. It's all
D.I.Y. It's always a good sign when the
musicians tune their own instmments in
between songs without having to resort to
having a roadie grab an already re-tuned
instrument.
The band and the crowd connected
as CKY tried to make it a fun time,

"serious negotiations" in bringiitgthe bald anti-hero to the silver
screen. That's one Til pay full
price for.
Marcos: You know what I'd pay
full price for? PONG: The Movie,
starring Patrick Duffy as "The
Pongster."
Ivan: I'd pay for a live-action
Tetris, starring everyone's favorite
blocks, LEGO'S.
E-mail us at coyotemovietiil.com. Or just knock

ARROWHEAD
BAGEL CO.'

Gourmet Coffee

Espresso

--CKY
Continuect on Page 17
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What is a "'Righteous War?

yy

By Jesse Henderson
Arts & Entertainment Editor
I was reading the opinion
piece placed last week entitled
"Why result to war?" by Aaron
Fredericks, and found that I was
motivated to write a piece.
Fredericks wrote, "I have no
doubt that the ensuing war will
be righteous, and Iraq, and
indeed for the matter, the entire
region, will be a better place
upon its conclusion."
Righteous? I cringe when I
hear people talk about a right
eous war, especially when our
president has openly spoke
about the possible use of nuclear
weapons.
Furthermore, I find it nause
ating to find people continuing
^to mystify the politics surround
Photo courtesy of google.com
ing war.
I found three definitions for dred years from now, we will us, and representatives in the
celebrate Iraq's dedication to electorate college vote on the
righteous:
democracy, and its established president.
1. Morally upright; without
What type of democracy are
commitment to world stability
guilt or sin.
we
trying
to see in other coun
2. In accordance with virtue and peace," he went on to say,
tries?
If
we
want other countries
"at the same time, however, we
or morality..
to
be
capitalist
republics with a
will have to look at the hundreds
3. Morally justifiable.
three
branch
governmental
sys
I don't mean to put down of thousands, perhaps a million
tem
than
say
that,
don't
over
anybody's religion, but when we dead Iraqi civilians."
I don't know if I should simplify the debate with empty
are contemplating going in to a
laugh
or cry. I start to wonder if intentions mainly consisting of
war like the one that's been on
W's tongue for what seems like a great organ grinder somewhere marketing fantasies to the igno
forever, do not pacify people forgot to give all the little mon- rant in attempt to sway public
tinioD,
with, the thpjjgbLttoin accordance with their beliefs.
There is nothing righteous
about killing people, and if you
somehow twist a justification
Bible or whatever reli
gion or philosophy you follow
than you are a real threat in .my
opinion. WWJD? Not kill people
is my first guess?
Fredericks wrote "So twen
ty, fifty, perhaps even one hun

dancing, kissing our hands, and
taking our money to a his tune.
America is a republic and
that means we have a representa
tive government, which in turn
means all our votes don't elect
the president. We elect represen
tatives, but we do not make up
the rules that govern on our own.
The three branches of govern
ment are supposed to represent

nuclear weapons, and a mil
lion dead civilians is a
tragedy not an exhibition of
righteous anger. This is reali
ty not television pseudo-real
ity.
Stop buying the propag^da.
You can't wrap this situation up
with a pretty little bow and give it
to your children and the rest of
the world as a gift.

Letter to the editor:
Re: article titled "It*s a woman*s choice'"
In response to the ^cle toe procedure proce€Mfe to stab
'it's a woman's choice" Jake scissors into the back of the
Zylman states that people faeto of the baby and sucks the
shouI<ln!t "stand outside a Inain out with a tube; while the
is still
alive:
Planned P^entlK>od center all newborn
Abortions
toouJd
damage
the
day" protesting and "harassing
mentality
of
the
women
to4
those involved with the dlMc."
; • .Not all Pro-life activists men, who are involvwi ia
intoharass. Our job is purely them, because they
'-.r'
devoted to informing people of itively'wrong. •
Suiprisingly, most wometf;
the gross procedures and the
ttue aftermath of abortions, who 9m considering an tbor?;
tellmg those who perform tion are not fully aware of the
thenL that diey're committing: consequences and procedures '
murder."
V-;":'- ' that she and her baby will:
He also Mpfies ftat most- undergo. Most abortions clin|
pro-life activists distribute ics even deny that toe baby is
pamphlets at random, which he is fact a human while still ill:
states makes " one really win toe womb for six months or
der." Pamphlets am passed out less; alid if they do, they stat|
randoi^y to ' inform many toat the baby will feel no pain:
women and uMin of the hmtors They more or less inform tlte
patitot dial toe baby is juk a
: of abortion.
.
Pro-life acdvists; myMf blob of muttos- Some wontefi:onei are making it bluntly toe unaware of toe fact of jast
; obvious that almirtloas : am ' , how detaiM and f^ along m
'
killing a baby. A living. developing their baby is.
The most offensive bash:;
Inbreathing faumah
whmh is
life at die moment of to Pro-life activists
Zylmtoi makes was mfwring
^^donception.
Zylman challenges die rtoat they don't work; actually
iis® of whether Frodife he termed it as not feeling "the
;|a^yists are actually doing the necessity to work." Wh^ a
ihey can do to beitefii poorly supported comment to
society. He infers diat it's just make? I go to school full time,
- _ '-further damaging the mentali- work part time, and still find
time to defend the unborn tod
chddren^v
What toCRit toe proa'^tiyists are benefiting society choice activists who rallied
;hifofmmg people
the thirty yearn ago in front of toe
ll'inhumane and unediic^ re^i- Supreme Court during Roe VS;:
Wade? Were these pro-Cholc^
gt^jofabortions.-.
fefiA
'rna|or issue'pertainrng acdvists unemployed as well?
is. that. • -of, partial-birth
"Letter to editor
p'a^rfions.:'---Tbi8 ''is wh^ to
limother is induced to deliver,
continued on page
i tod then thepeoion performing
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Opinions & Editorials

Letter to the editor:

less-than-successful whites) claim,
rather disingenuosly I must add,
that they are "victims" of this sup
posedly oppressive racial policy,
"one that discriminates against
them — an utterly ridiculous, not
to mention lame, assertion.
After all, didn't the 14th
Amendment supposedly afford all
Americans, "irrespective of color,
creed, or national. origin," the
rights and privileges of citizens of
the United States? We all know, of

Re: article titled
^Affirmative Action Abolished?"
be what we minorities have been
I highly doubt that you'll print
the following response, consider brainwashed to think as "white,"
ing that your paper shies away have been-and are-afforded certain
from
printing
controversial privileges that we, as so-called
responses pertaining to the articles '^minorities, do not have.
that appear in its pages - this
What privileges, you may
despite the Chronicle's claim to be inquire, do whites have that
genuinely interested in the opin minorities, especially blacks, do
ions of its refers, especially those not have? How about the ability to
who are students.
go anywhere in the United States
Why, I often wonder, are and not be refused service.
some white people ardently
Ask your fellow white friends
against affirmative action, particu when was the last time they were
larly since they have benefited pulled over by law enforcement
from a more benevolent form of authorities for "looking suspi
affirmative action for many years? cious" which, as we all know, iseFrom what system have we uphemistic language for driving
benefited? Some white people while black/brown. Unfortunately,
may ask somewhat incredulously, the list of privileges our white
as if genuinely puzzled with the brothers enjoy is much too long to
• validity of the query. The system print. Suffice it to say, they're
from which they have clearly ben numerous.
efitted is called the system of white
"Affirmative action is not fair
for whites," some of our angry
racial preference.
Can you honestly — and with white brothers argue. Our answer
a straight face — claim that you is; Don't worry, for even with
have not benefitted (in the slightest affirmative action you will still
of ways) from being a member of enjoy your many privileges, like
the numerically dominant racial being members of a who are the
group 4n America? Of course you "first hired" and "last fired."
have, even if you don't know it, or
Affirmative action is simply a
if you do, you do not want to admit policy on a piece of p^r; its his
tory of enforcement, as well as its
it
For it goes without saying that effectiveness, is dubious. In fact,
our white brothers and sisters, sim- in many cases, it's non-existent.
sW because their

f
f

f

"Affirmative action is
simply a policy on a
piece of paper; its hiS'
tory of enforcement^ as
well as its effectiveness,
is dubious/'
course, that blacks, Hispanics,
Native Americans, and Asians did
not enjoy these Constitutionallygranted rights.
As for the argument that affir
mative action is not fair, we ask:
Was it fair, few whites to enslave,
beat, rape, torture, mutilate, and
bum blacks (many times while still
alive)? Was it fair for blacks to suf
fer a myriad of abuses, insults,
whippings, and lynchings at the
hands of their white Christian
brothers, who professed a fervent
belief in God, even though many
of their nefarious actions, like

ummu M!f

bondage, went against the word of
God?
Moreover, was it fair for our
"benevolent" white settlers to
exterminate millions of Native
Americans, who were, because
someone was geographically con
fused, termed "Indians"?
Is it fair for whites to discrim
inate against Mexicans in a land
which previously belonged to the
latter? Or have some of our white
brothers and sisters conveniently
forgotten that their rapacious
ancestors illegally occupied, then
flagrantly stole outright, the lands
which belonged,to Mexicans and
their descendants, who helped
their Anglo brothers when the lat
ter asked for assistance.
In case your memory fails
you, or in case you're presently
afflicted \vith a terminal case of
self-induced historical amnesia,
try to memorize the following
words, compliments of John
Steinbeck:
"Once California belonged to
Mexico and its land to Mexicans;
and a horde of tattered feverish
Americans poured in. And such
was their hunger for land that they
took the land—stole Sutter's land,
Guerrero's land, took the grants
and broke them up and growled
and quarreled over them, those
frantic, hungry men; and they
guarded with guns the land they
had stolen. They put up houses and
bams, they turned the earth and
planted crops. And these things

INGRID BERGMAN, ELIZABETH
TAYLOR, AND THE SEXUAL
REVOLUTION IN THE I950's

1
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COYOTE BOOKSTOEE

Phi Alpha

was ownership. The Mexicans
were weak and fled. They could
not resist, because they wanted
nothing in the world as frantically
as the Americans wanted land."
If you've read this far, you're
probably thinking, "This is sure
one angry minority" - a thought
which would be partially correct,
racially speaking, that is. You see,
as an individual who is a product
of two races - one oppressed, the
other privileged - I have unique
insights vis-a-vis matters of race
relations.
"Why don't you forget about
the past and just move on - you
know, forgive and forget," you tell
us. Well, to quote a Native
American aphorism: "Walk a mile
in another man's moccasins before
you judge his or her beliefs and
actions." Think about it for a
minute: Isn't there a double stan
dard for minorities who have expe
rienced abuses and injustices in the
past?
indeed, the days of chattel
slavery are over, yet the undeni
ably debilitating effects of slavery "
- e.g., racism, discrimination, poor
housing, lack of educational
opportunities - remain with us.
Still. Hence the need for affir
mative action.
JeffLansky.
(Lans^ is a minwity student hoe at
CSUSB whosays he has not— in any
way whatsoever — baiefitted from
the policy that some whites aigue is
tantamount to reverse racism/dis-

In conjunction with
Alumni Day the
Internationa/ Historical

Honor Society invites
CSUSB Students, Faculty,
Staff, Alumni, and
' genera! public to a
presentation by
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Rooms For Rent
I Why Weight?
|

only $250/month

I

Utilities included
minute drive from
campus or
10 minute walk
Access to the whole
house
Nice area
Females Preferred

Presents
HTlT f'

Joyce Frost, Polyhcdrist

Puzzles and Play for
Art and Math
3-5 pM. Sunday, Feb. 16
Cat State San Bernardino

Eat Healthy.

#

?ls

'

.3
Any of ovr healthy and
if' dcilcioai MBdwlchei. yo^vrti
>£
or frceh frait eaioothief

I

SAMOWICHES T«OZEN YOCUItr SMOOTHIES C

call Rodrigo at

323 365 1556

Upper Common.^
FreeAdmks^
. .S^iensnred fey:
CSUSB httcUecn^ T.ifc-Committee.
CSIISB
Matoiatics lidm^tioR •

C%mu College ofNaluml Sciences

Joyce Fro.st has enchanted audiences nationwide
with her flexible polyhedron models.
This is her first talk in California for the general public.
Come and cut, fold and tape models,
and take home directions for making others.
If you like puzzles, art, crystals or mathematics,
this event is for you!
For more information. Bob Stein, CSUSBllath Deisartment, (909) 880-5377
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Sundey, Feb. 9
Dessert Pofclutk
Student Union AikJt Ite-Ei^ Cenbar
i2:5>&p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
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CKeck out "Depo-Provera,
-the B»irtK corvtrol ^ou
±Kii^ a&ou-t
•

^
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but you need
just one shot on time every 3 months to stay pregnancyprotected. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera isn't your

Many women stop having periods altogether after a few
months and some may experience a slight weight gain.
You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant,
if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have a

every day birth control.

history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver
Remember Deno-Provera doesn't protect vou from

disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a

HIV/AIDS nr other sexually transmitted diseases.

possible decrease in bone density. Ask your health care

Some women using Depo-Provera experience side

%

professional about prescription Depo-Provera.

effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting.

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera-OOfViB>irtK corvtrol ^ou -tKir\k a&out jus-t 4- -o i&af

Please see important product information on adjacent page.
© 2002 Pharmacia Corporation
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once discovered. Continuous
'-CKY
efforts among the e-business com
Continuef from page
munities have the capacity to
infect people with knowledge
12
about the severity of this situation.
instead of just trying to play their
"To me it is a sad commen
play list. The band members
tary on the United States. It shows
how out of touch we are, were " would speak to the crowd and
reach out to greet them. They also
people in the world are fighting to
handed out guitar picks and drum
stay alive and we are here fighting
sticks. Amusing mini-riots broke
to get it and die," commented
out over them. I've never seen a
CSUSB student Jekerdo Arispe.
girl punch a guy in the neck so
hard. I'm sure Jesse also had a
good laugh, but I couldn't tell
his peers."
because, this being a rock show,
McDonald says, "I believe
the
music was very loud and I was
you can beat 90% of the competi
tion for a job if while you're work staring at some chick that looked

'-Epidemic

Cont. from page 2

people so much easier. Websites
are designed for those interested in
having unprotected sex and
becoming positive the world wide
web.
To date, there is not much that
can be done to stop these interac
tions. Online businesses such as
Yahoo! say that groups that pro
mote HIV infection are deleted

~Staff Spotlight
Cant, from page 4

coordination of everyone in the
academic community.
He was not threatened by the
fact that Jason Bautista, who mur
dered his mother, was a student on
our campus. He says, "Anytime
there is a tragic death it is very sad
but our job is to cooperate with
other law enforcement. Jason will
be held to answer and judged by

I

ing you give your job 100% and
you are loyal and dedicated to
your employer. Strive to do your
best day after day." Leaming good
work ethics is his advice to stu
dents. "As soon as people learn to
have good work ethics it will carry
on to academics and in life. They
speak a great deal about you as a
person," says Chief McDonald.

indicates that stem
potentially be a sbi^ of new
tissite that would be u^ thera
peutically. Taking embryonic
gKiCTal".
:
cloned
; - Biomedical
c^d -stem . cells from
'
embryosis
is
what
is
being
done
yield potential benefits as f^ as
medical advancements for in this research.
Scientists hope that these
humans ^ "can be used to betv jer cfttr daily lives, but it
has, stem cells will provide useful,
the potential to destroy us" ;^d certain treatments ft»r
Tones also poiaK mifc
^
The third research in .ea^. in ooiieccir^ what's need
cloning is human eml^o ed for these treatments, the
cloning. Which incluctes stem eanbryo is itestioyed; for many
cell research. Scientific evidence this is a potential life being

- Cloning
cont from page 7

"English
aJUlk

France, Germany or Spain have
their declared official languages,

but that has not stopped them
from learning the surrounding
around them, as well

"Letter
cont. from page 13

Pro-life activists live the
dream of hoping that abortion
will be de-legalized one day.
But for now, we are just trying
to achieve realistic and possible
solutions. Pro-lifers realize that
• destroyed. •Ag^,',^
eAic^ isstte is l«ou^t up.
'
Whether of not the benefits of
cloning overcome the losses; eth-^
ic^, moral, and humane issues
will be in. constant debate.
Remembering that we are in a
free society, we should feel oblir
gated too continue fr^dom not:
oidy /<»• Qui^lves, feuflt for oth' eis Mso; the sickly patients, die
infertile couples, ^ foture gen
erations, etc., but most impta-t^tly ^e destiny of the himum
race; ',

world.
as English.
It mates sense as a country
Unfortunately, when most
iiliiiniiiw Iwyn tn ws WiliriBiifiBaEtpiiinnniiiniw
anvtmna written or spoken in It
anything
it also makes sense to kn
Know a
another language as well as second language according to our
English, they become quite geographical location. That can
annoyed. Maybe if Americans all be with Mexico or areas that are
spoke more than one language it heavily populated with other eth
would better unite us with the nicities.

(Contraceptive Injection

as we're trying to organize the
revolt. We'll reinvent the main
stream. It's already begun."
The band played lots of
crowd favorites like 96 Quite
Bitter Beings and Attached At The
Hip. They even threw bones to the
guys shouting out their favorites.
The most memorable was a guy
who just kept shouting 'CHICK
EN SPERM!' Well they played
'CHICKEN SPERM!' Stop hav
ing fun dammit!
If you haven't already, check
theses guys out, they're not just a
bunch of jackasses, although they
hang out with some famous ones
from MTV.

just like Anna Paquin. Sadly, the
venue didn't allow crowd surfing
or stage diving. BOO-URNSI
"We have smart fans who are
spread out all over the world,"
says Chad Ginsburg who plays
guitar. "There's an uprising com
ing. They're spreading the word.
They want the revolution and they
want it in the name of CKY. And
we're proud, to represent them.
And the only way to do it, as far as
I'm concerned, is to be real with
your fans and make a connection.
I'll spend a whole day online talk
ing to them. It's helpful for us and
to them to know where we're all at
in our heads and what's going on
there are extenuating circum
stances in every case (i.e. rape
and incest), however, we also
like to stress the fact that there
are other options such as adop
tion. There is also the newly
passed law that within the first
seventy-two hours of the new
born's life, the mother may
anonymously turn the baby into

a hospital.
Just remember the Pro-lif
ers are not trying to harass peo
ple with an already incredible
amount of stress in their minds;
we just hope that we can help
you realize that abortion -in
fact- stops a beating heart.
Nicole Bennet

^Siias
cont from Page 11
them hardly seemed like talking
to a band that's on the verge on
great things, they are as friendly
and out-going in a personable
conversation to a fan as they are

on stage; unlike some musicians,
their sincerity is real.
Undoubtedly, Something Like
Silas will be successful in all that
they do. Not only do they have
the fan base to prove it, but
they've got divine inspiration
too.
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medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA

Contraceptive Injection
(medroxyprogenei'one acetate injectable suspension, U5P)

This (xoduct is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What is DEPO-PROVERA-Contraceptive Injection?
OLl'O PROVFRA Contraceptive Injection is a form of birth control that is given as an
intrarnuscoUr injection (a bfiot) in the buttock or upjser arm once evefy 3 rrtonths (13 vveeks). To
continue your conti aceptive protection you must return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 months (I 3 weeks)
Dl PO PROVERA rontains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical similar to (but not the same as) tiie natfjral hormone pi-ogesterone. tivhich is produced
by your ovaries during the second half of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg cells from ripening If an egg is not released from the ovaries dunng vpur
menstrual cycle, it cannot become fertiTiaed by sperm and result
pregnancy
also causes changes in the lining of your uterus thai make it less likely for pregnancy to occur

m

DEPO PRCwIra

How effiectlve Is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection!

The efficacy of DfPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends on following the
recbmmended dosage schedule exactly (see "How often do I get my shot of DEPO-FWOVERA
Contraceptive InjeclionC)
To make sure you are not pregnant wheui you first get
iJLPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your first injection must be given ONLY dur?ng
the first 5 days of a norma! menstrual period, ONLY within the first 5 days after childbirth if not
bieast feeding; and, if exclusively breast-feeding, ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth ft is a
long-term injectable, contraceptive when administered at 3-month (13-week) intervals,
UbPO-PROvERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making it one of the most reliable
methods of birth control available This means that the average annuarjoregnancy rate is less than
one for every 100 women who use DEPO-PROVtRA, The effecbveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of
DEPO PROVERA depends only on the patient reluming every 3 months (13 weeks) for her next
injection
Your health-care provider will help you compare DEPO;f>ROVERA with- other
contraceptive methods and give you the information you neecf in order to decide wfuch
contraceptive method is the right choice for yog.
The following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contraceptive methods It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy
rate ejected
in women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate erf pcwnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their biith control or
because they cM not follow the directions exactly).

Peroant of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
In the Phet Year of Continuous Usa
Expected
DtPO-PROVERA
Imolams iNomlam)

Oi
0.2*

Female stenlization

0.2

0,2*
0.4

01

0.15

Male sterilization
.

TVPical
0.3

Oral cohB-aceptke (pili)
Combined
FYogestogen only

3
0.1
•

05

WD
Ppogestaseit
Coi»erT30OA
Condom (without spermicide)
Diaphraam (wHh spermKide)
Cervical (uio
Withdrawal •
Penodic abstinence
Spermicide alone
Wglnai Sponge
used betbre childbirth
used after childbirth
No meltwl
Source, Trusseli et al Ofrstet Gynecof. 1990:76558-567
•fTOfT) Norplant package insert.

'16
08
2
6
6
4

12
18
.

18
18

1-9

' .

3
6
9
85

20
21
18

,

28 •
85

Whe should twt use DEPO-^IKTVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Not all women should use OEPQ-PROVEftA. You should not use DEPO-PROVERA if you have
any of the following conditions:
• if you think you mi^t be pregnant
• if you have"any vaginal bleeding wiOiout a known reason

if you have had cancer of the breast
if you have had a stroke
if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
if you have prot>lem$ with your liver or liver disease ^ .
Jf you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogfeterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients)

What other things should
Contraceptive InjeiSion?

consider before using DEPO-PROVERA

You will fiave a physical examination before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PROVERA It is
important to tell your heafth-care provider if you have any of the following:
• a family history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• high blood pressure
• migraine headaches
~
• asthma
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
• a history of depression
• if you are taking any piescnption or' Over-lfKi-< ounipr medications

This product Is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis 8, and syphilis.
What K I want to becoirte pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROS'ERA is a long-acting birth control method, t takes some time after your last
injecLon for its effect to wear off Biased on the results from a large study done in the United States,
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA m order to become prejtant, it is 6pected that
about half of those who become pregnant will do so m about 10 months after their last injection;
about two thirds of those who become pregnant wilt do so in about 12 months; about 83% of
those wfio become pregnant will do so in about 15 months; and about 93% of those w+>o become
-egnant will do so m about 18 mohths after their last injection. "The length of time you use
CPO-PRCVERA has no effect on how bngit takesyou to become pregnant after you stop usirs it

EWhat are the risks of using DEPO-'PROVERA Contracep^ Injection?

f.frregulur VIcnsfrtHtl Pfneding
The Side effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the first year of using
DEPO-PROVERA, you might have one or more of the following changes,
irregular or
unpredictable bleeding or spotting, an increase or decrease m menstrual bleeding, or no bleeding
at all. Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding however rs not a usual effea of DEPO-PROVERA;
and if this hajmens. you should see your heatth<are provider right away With continued use of
DEPO-PROVERA, bleedir^ usually decreases, and many women stop having penods completely.
In clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding (amenorrtiea) after I year of use,and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding after 2 years of use. The reason that your joenods sl<^ is because DEPO-PROVERA
causes a resting state in your ovaries. When your ovanes do not release an egg monthly, the
regular monthly growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and. th^fore, the bleeding
- that comes with your normal menstruation does not take place. When you stop using
DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual period will usually, in time, return to its norma! cycle.
?.Bone Mineral Chonges
Use of DEFOl-PROVERA may be associated with a decrease in the amount of mineral stor^ m
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone mineral
loss is.greatest m the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use. but afterthat.it begins to resemble the
normal rate of age-related bone mineral loss.

3.Concer

Studies of women vA)0 have used different forms of contraception found thiat women who used
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the
breast ovary uterus, cervix,or Ifver However women under 35 )«ars of age whose first exposure
to DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may have a slightly increased risk of
developing breast cancer similar to that seen with oral contraceptives. You should discuss this with
your heawi-care provider.
4.Unexpeaed ftwnoncy
Because DEPO-PROVeBA is such an effective contraceptive method, the risk of accidental
pregnancy for women w+to get their shots regularly (every 3 months [I 3 weeks]) is very low.
While tb^ haVe been reports of an increased risk of low birfo weight and neonatal infant death
or other health problems in infants conceived close to the time of injection, such pregnancies are
uncommon. If you thmk you rnay have become pregnant while using DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible,
SA/feigic Reocticms
Some women usmg DEFO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injectxjn have reported severe and
potentally life-threatening allergic reactions known as anaphylaxis and anaphylactoid reactions.
Symptoms include the sudden onset of hives or swelling and itching w tpe skin, breathing
difficulties, and a drop in blood pressure.

d.Other Risks
Wonnen who use hormorte-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood dots Or
stroke. Also, if a contraceptive rn^od fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events are rare, )S3u should
tell your health-care provider if you have any of the pnoblems fisted in the«»ext section.

What symptoms may
Contraceptive Injection?

signal

problems while

using

DEPO-PROVERA

Oil your heafth-care provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection
of DEPO-PROVERA:
• sharp chest pain, coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
in the lung)
• sudden severe headache or vomiting, dizziness or fainting, problems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness, or numbness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain or swelling m the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• severe pam or tenderness in the lower abdominal area
• persistent pam, pus. or bleeding at the injection site

What are the possible sMe effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
/.Weig/n Cnin
You may e>?>erience a weight gam while you are usmg DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of

the women who used DEPD-PROVE RA in cimical tnals reported a weight gain of about 5 pounds
during the first year of use You may continue to gam weight after the first year Women m one
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gamed an average total of 8,1 pounds over
those 2 years, or ^proximately 4 pounds per year Women who continued for 4 years gamed an
average total of I 3,8 pounds over those 4 years, or approximately 3,5 pounds per year Women
who continued for
6 years gained an average total of 16,5 pounds over those 6 years, or
approximately 2.75 pounds per year
2,0ifter Side Effects
In » clinical study of over 3,900 women who used DEfO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
OEPO-PROVEFtA, Irregular menstrual bleeding, amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal
discharge or irritation, brqast swelling and tenderness, bloating swelling of the hands or feet,
backache, d^ression. insomnia acne, pelvic pain, no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
flashes, and'joint pam. Other problems were reported by very few of the women m the clinical
tnals, but some of these could be serious. These include convulsions, jaundice, unnai'y tract
infections, allergic reactions, fainting, paralysis, osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility, deep vein
thrombosis, pulmonary embolus, breast cancer: or cervical cancer. If these or any other problems
occur during your use of DFPO-PROVERA, discuss them with your health-care provider

Should any precautions be followed during use of DEf>0-PR0VERA
Contraceptive Injection?

f,Missed ft.vrods
During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, or your
joenods may stop completely If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA injections
regularly every 3 months (13 weeks), then you are probably not joregnant However; if you think
that you may be pregnant, see your health-care provider
^.Laboratory Test fnteroccions
If ^u are scheduled for any laboratory tests, tell your heaJth-care provider that you are using
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected tw hormones such as

DEPO-PROVERA

,

-

-

.

3.Drug (nceroctions
Cytaaren (ammc^utethimide) is an anticancer drug that may significantly decrease the
effectiveness of DtPO-PROVERA if the two drugs are given during the same time.
)

4,Nursing Motfiers

Ahhougn DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant in the breast milk, no harmful
effects have been found in these children. DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
producing milk, so it can be used by nursing mothers. However to mmimrze the amount of
DEPO-P OVERA that is passed to the infant m the first weeks after birth, you should wait until
6 weeks after childbirth before you start using DEPO-PROVERA for contrareption.

k

How often do I got my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The recommended
dose of DEPO-PROVERA is 150 mg every 3 months (13 weeks) given

m a
sinrie intramuscular injection in the buttock or upper arm. To make sure that you are not pregnant
at the tme of the first injection, it is essential that the mjeaion be given Ol4LY dunng the first
5 days of a normal menstrual period. If used following the delivery of a child, the first injection of
DEPO-PROVERA MUST be given within 5 days after childbirth if you are not breast-feeding or
6 weeks after childbirth .if you are exclusively breast-fieeding. if you wait longer than 3 months
(13 weeks) between injechons. or longer than 6 weeks after delivery, your health-care provider
should determine foat you are not pregnant before giving you your mjection of DEPO-PROVERA.
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Lady 'Votes fighting to earn Regional spot
Beatriz Barragan

Staff Writer
When it comes to women's
basketball in the California
Collegiate Athletic Association
standings it's like playing a
game of tug-of-war.
The frustrating battle is
who will end up in second or
third place in the conference by
the season's end.
For much of the season, Cal
State Bakersfield, 11-1 in con
ference and. 16-1 overall, has
topped the CCAA.
Last weekend, Cal State
San Bernardino (7-5 in confer
ence, 12-5 overall) lost a crucial
game to CSU Bakersfield that
ultimately changed the region
rankings—CSUSB fell from
sixth to tenth place, just short of
making the NCAA West
Regionals if they do not move
up again.
But the real test has been in
the CCAA conference.
There are four other univer
sities that have swapped posi
tion rankings back and fourth all
season. Currently, UC Davis (84, 12-5) is tied in second place
with Chico State (8-4, 10-6).
Third place is occupied by not
only the Lady 'Votes but also by
Sonoma State (7-5, 12-5) and

Cal State Stanislaus (7-5, 10-7).
"Before the season started I
knew that the competition was
going to be tight," comments
Coach Kevin Becker.
To everyone's surprise, Cal
Poly Pomona has not been in the
midst of this year's competition.
Last year's region champions
are having a disappointing sea
son with a (5-7, 7-10) record.
"From the very beginning
we
thought
Cal
State
Bakersfield and Cal Poly
Pomona were going to be at the
top of the standings," says
Coach Becker.
CSUSB could easily have
it's women's basketball team
residing at first place in its con
ference, had the team won some
of its close games.
The Lady Coyotes are tops
in the CCAA defensive stand
ings, they are #1 in least amount
of points allowed the opposing
team.
They hold the opposition to
59.7 points per game. Ironically,
the two teams that are the bot
tom of the CCAA standings are
second and third in the scoring
defense category.
The Lady 'Votes lost to CS
Dominguez Hills on Jan. 4 with
a score of 43-44 and lost to
Grand Canyon 35-54 on J^. 18.

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

STAYING AFLOAT: Kamesha Bell and the Coyotes are currently sitting in third place in the CCAA conference
with a record of 7-5 and a" 12-5 overall record.
Strong, and the team leads the
conference in steals with 10.75
per game.
Offensively CSUSB has
been scoring points. They are in
third with 73.8 points per game.
CS Bakersfield is fifth in the
iignnpi
m

But Coach Becker would
like to see his team scoring
more to widen the point gap
during basketball games.
The conference consists of
teams that are very good.
Whichever school lacks in

offense and vice versa. Other
than CS Bakersfield there hasn't
been another team to standout.
The Lady 'Votes can make
West Regionals if they keep up the
defense and produce more offen
sively. The final outcome will be

Baseball starts perfectly
Tony Evans
.f.

..M

Quality Inn San Bernardino
Tel: (909)880-8425 Fax: (909)880-8295
. Email:sbqiialityinn{^aol.com
Website//:www.qualitymn.com/hotel/ca687
Freeway 215 @ University Parkway Exit
Near Cal. State University

116 Guest-rooms, Suites and Meeting Facility
We offer a complimentary continental breakfast, in-room
coffee and satellite TV with HBO, CNN and ESPN
Super size Outdoor Swimming Pool and heated SPA

*Hire part time outside sale, students welcome*
please contact Frank at Quality Inn
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Assistant Sports Editor
It started with the men taking
two from Cal Baptist last Saturday in
front of an estimated 350 people at
Arrowhead Credit Union Park.
Junior Casey Mutter dominated
Cal Baptist hitters through a preset
4-inning stint. He gave up two
unearned runs on two hits.
The Coyotes got to Cal Baptist
starter Joey Lessa in the fifth with a
six run onslaught, pushing the score
to 7-2.
Junior catcher Brian Schweiger
was three-for-four and had a trio of
RBI's. Senior Keith Haughn was
two-for-five with an RBI and Mark
Ayala Jr. was two-for-four, scored
twice and had an RBI.
Junior Greg Mathenia picked up
the win by pitching the fifth inning
of the first game. Steve Fitch, Danny
Lambaren and Chris White finished
up in relief.
The Coyotes won the first game
9-5.
In the second game of the dou
ble-header senior Lefthander Tawd
Frensley pulled his groin just prior
to the start, but pitched through the
first two batters in obvious pain. His
status is day-to-day and will hope
fully only miss one scheduled start.
Frensley gave way to Ignacio
Estrada, who went two innings.
Junior Matt Saucedo took over for
Estrada in the third. The Lancers
exploded in the fourth and Ray Cano
came on for the Coyotes and went
the distance collecting his first win
of the season and the team's second.

Cal State rallied from a 7-2
deficit with three runs in the fourth
inning and three more in the fifth to
defeat Cal Baptist 8-7.
Senior Chris McAlIen was
for-four, senior Chris DiBtesi was
two-for-three and Michael Reh went
three-for-three with a double and
two runs scored.
Ayala Jr. had a pair of doubles
and drove in what proved to be the
game winning run Tuesday as
CSUSB defeated Azusa Pacific
University, 4-3.
Senior righthander Charles Rohr
went six innings, striking out six and
allowing just two runs K>n four hits,
as he earned his first win of the sea
son. Just one bad pitch allowed
Rohr's only runs of the day as
Cougars' third baseman Robert
Guiles planted a pitch firmly over
the left-center field wall, his first of
the season. The blast gave the
Cougars a 2-1 advantage.
That lead was also short-lived as
a leadoff triple by senior Matt
Swaydan and an RBI single by fresh
man centerfielder Erik Simmons
knotted the game at 2-2. It was
Simmons first collegiate hit and
RBI.
The two Coyotes runs in the
fourth were unearned after catcher
Brian Schweiger reached on an error.
Ayala Jr. followed with a double
that scored Swaydan, but Puckett
was cut down at the plate trying to
score from first.
Sophomore Chris White came on
in the top of the ninth to get the save.
The win improved Cal State's
record to 3-0 on the season,'
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A new 'Dawn' arrives with Castaneda
Tony Evans
Assistant Sports Editor

Name: Dawn Castaneda
Age: 27 years
Position: Head Softball Coach

Boyd/Chronicle

Cal State San Bernardino
College:
Azusa
Pacific
University 1994-1997
High School: Bishop Amat
High in La Puente, graduated in
1993
Trophy Case: Castaneda holds
records at Azusa Pacific in softball for career hits, career runs
batted in and posted a career
batting average of .405 striking
out just 19 times in 794 at bats.
She played in 214 of 215 games
and started the final 152 in a
row. She committed Just 58
errors in 803 chances at third
(.927 fielding percentage).
Earned NFCA All-America
honors in 1997 and led the
Cougars to their second straight
GSAC. The team finished fifth
in the NAIA national tourna
ment, and she was a high
school All-CIF selection.
Coach Castaneda acquired
this job neither by luck nor
contacts...she has spent her
whole adult life preparing her
self to coach at the collegiate
level.
"This is something I have
dreamed about for a long time,"

new lil

evening. "Cal State was just the
best fit for me. I wanted to
work with collegiate athletes
after having experienced all
other levels."
Since her college gradua
tion in 1997 she has been, very
active in softball at all levels.
She was the assistant coach at
Northwestern (La.) University
and at Rosary High School in
Fullerton.
She is also a batting and
fielding instructor at The
Dugout in Montclair where she
works with younger softball
players, ("the futures" she calls
them).
The active women also
plays softball for the Shilo's
team in Los Angeles and has
volunteered as a coach for
American
Pastime
and
California Thunder, under 18
softball travel teams as well as
Tuff-E-Nuff, an under 16 travel
team.
In 2002 she was the varsity
head coach at St. Lucy's Priory
High School in Glendora. Now,
she inherits a Division II win
ning softball team with a strong
core.3^of experienced returning
players and high expectations.
"It's really about how well
this team meshes together. We
have a strong group of older
r,etuming girls who can play
younger

Castaneda is no stranger to
coaching collegiate softball. In
2000 she was apart of a staff at
Azusa Pacific that won the
Speedline/NFCA-NAIA West
Region Coaching Staff of the
Year. That year, APU captured
the 2000 NAIAJlegion II title.
"I learned a lot there,"
recalls Castaneda, "I developed
much of my style in the past
couple years."
Castaneda says of her style
of coaching, "I'm kind of laid
back, as long as my players get
done what needs to be done.
Sometimes you have to stay on
some girls, and leave others
alone. At this level you have to
coach more on individual girls
personalities."
And those are the personal
ities that are going to pursue a
berth to play-offs. "They're
[the girls softball team] looking
really good...a very talented
group."
Castaneda says that this
year's team is looking to "make
a statement with who we are
and focus on the little things."
Carrying herself with class
and armed with a positive atti
tude on and off the field are
only two of her attributes.
Competition beware: this
coach may be young and
relaxed, but she has all the
experience and fire on the field
•^that she needs to be successful.

Softball off to slow start
Tony Evans

The losses in this tournament
came at the hands of Augustana, a
team that was 49-18 in 2002 and com
The Cal State Women's softball peted in the NCAA tournament; UC
team struggled through a long week Davis, the 2002 CCAA champions
end last week in Turlock for the (41-13); and Humboldt State, the 2002
Diamond Sport's Best of the West Great Northwest Athletic Conference
Tournament.
champion 41-18; and UC San Diego,
They competed in eight games in the CCAA runner-up who also compet
just three days in the tournament, a ed in the 2002 NCAA tournament.
tough schedule by any account, win
They lost to Humboldt State by
ning just two and losing six..
, scores of 5-0 and 7-2, and then were
Throwing themselves right into shut out by Augustana 3-0 on the final
one of the toughest tournaments day of play.
around proved a little much for the
On Sunday, CSUSB beat Notre
team under new head Coach Dawn Dame de Namur, 6-5, and lost to
Castaneda.
UCSD 7-0 and UC Davis 9-0.
Being hired late didn't allow
Tracie Schioppi, the senior AllCoach Castaneda enough time to prop American catcher, made the Best of
erly prepare for the season, although the West all-tournament team by bat
she believes the teams on the right ting .429 in five games, which was
track.
accompanied by a stellar defensive
The first five games on Saturday campaign.
and Sunday went fairly well (less some
Junior lefthander Dawn Onishi,
defensive mis-cues), as they posted a who pitched a 3-1 victory over
2-3 record.
Sonoma State on Saturday, allowed
Then came the crushing blow as just five hits in the first game versus
they suffered a doubleheader sweep at the Lumberjacks.
the hands of Humboldt State, 5T0 and
Despite the dissappointment the
7-2, and then lost to the tournament • Coyotes experienced they weren't the
champion, Augustana, S.D., 3-0, for only team that struggled in the tourna
the second time in three days.
ment.
Coach Castaneda said that in mpst
The San Francisco State Gators
of the games the Coyotes benefited were just 1-4 in the Best of the West
from good pitching, but the hitting was Tournament and Sonoma was winless
spotty at best and the defense was, a at 0-5.
"little suspect."
The Coyotes batted just .214 in the
The, team committed ten errors in tournament and were last in fielding
five games, including four each in the percentage.
win over Sonoma State on Saturday
The Coyotes home opener is on
and the loss to Davis on Sunday.
Tuesday, Feb. 11, with a non-confer
The competition at this tourna ence doubleheader starting at 1:30
ment was extremely stiff.
p.m.
Assistant Sports Editor
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LEADERSHIP IN
WORK & FAMILY BALANCE
Don't miss this important discussion on the ktest
research and new developments in work/family issues
Saturday, February 22
Claremont McKenna College
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mary Pickford Auditorium, Bauer Center
TOPICS & PANEL DISCUSSIONS

Child Care & Equality
Home and^Work in the Information Age
Consequences of Welfare Reform
And Many More Topics
$60 registration ($20 students) includes luncheon.
Scholarships and classroom rates available.
Free of charge to Claremont Colleges students, faculty and staff.
For information and registration

Phone: 909-607-2928 Web: http://berger.claremontmckenna.edu
Sponsored By The Berger Institute for Work, Family and Children & The Kravis Leadership Institute
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Men's basketball atop the CCAA
Wesley Collins

Staff Writer
The
CSUSB ' Men's
Basketball team has rolled off 13
consecutive wins, which helped
them leap over Humboldt State
for the No. 1 ranking in the West
Region.
"We've had some really
good performances," says assis
tant coach Paul Trevor of the
wining streak.
"A lot of our success has
dealt with our consistent play on
the defensive end," says interim
head coach Jeff Oliver. Oliver
also believes"that seniors Lance
Ray and All-American Bobby
Burries have stepped up their
play and helped this team meet
expectations.
"We're doing it with a lot of
hard work and effort ... every
body is putting their all into it,"
says junior standout Jonathan

continue to win and hold on to
their No. 1 ranking. "It was a
goal that we hadn't really talked
about at the start of the year, but
now it's something that we can
toss out on the table and see if
we can attain it," says Oliver
about hosting the tournament.
"We would love to host (the
regional tournament) and that's
our goal... we just have to come
out and play hard every game
and wins will take care of them^ :
selves," says Levy. .
"The way we're playing
now we have as good a shot as
anyone," says assistant coach
and former standout with the
Coyotes Phil Johnson about
their chances to repeat as West
Region champs.
Johnson also says that this
year's team has a lot of the same
qualities that the 1999 team did,
which he was a part of. That
team won the school's first West

Levy of his team this

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
ON THE TOP: Currently the men's basketball team is sitting at number
one in the CCAA and the West Regional with the help from players like
Kaneem
Kaneem Pelt
Pelt (left)
(left) and
and Jonathan
Jonathan Levy
Levy (right).
(right).

and hopefully it continues," adds
Ray, who says this team is battle
tested and is ready to make a run
at the CCAA title and then the
West Region Championship title
in March.
The Coyotes will host the
West Region Tournament if they

what it is today. "Everybody
has found their own niche
they've put individual goals
aside so we can win games," he
adds.
"The second half (of the
season) is always the real test ...
because you have to go do it

again,'! says Trevor. He also
points out the tough ten game
stretch this team faces, which
includes road games against No.
8 ranked Sonoma State and
archrival Cal State Bakersfield.
Both teams are legitimate
CCAA contenders.
The Coyotes have won a lot
of convincing games during the
streak, including; a 31-point beat
down of Chico State, a 29-point
L^UC^an Diego^t
Clara.
They also avenged an earli
er loss to No. 4 ranked Cal Poly
Pomona by beating them by nine
and killed No. 7 ranked HawaiiHilo by 19 points.
"We separated ourselves in
those games and came away
with some easy victories,"
Oliver says. Coach Oliver feels
that these teams are going to be
looking for revenge the second
ItU^edif^ult
games with the same focus," he
adds.
"If we go into those remain
ing ten games the way we did
the first 11 then we should be
okay," says, Oliver who only
expects good things out of the
Coyotes
Coyotes final
final games.
games.

Tennis unveils new squad in CCAAWesley Collins

Staff Writer
The
CSUSB
Women's
Teimis team began its short and
arduous season against the
defending
West
Region
Champions, and CCAA runnersup UC San Diego with a disap
pointing 9-0 loss.
This year's team is still very
optimistic and looks to improve
on last year's sixth place CCAA
finish.
"This is the best team we've
had ... our top six players are the
best we've had," says fifth-year
head Coach Tom Starzyk.
Starzyk helped guide the
team to its best record (9-7) since
moving up to Division II in 1996,
and their first winning record
since 1988 (which was in
Division III play).
This year's team is returning
its top three singles players: No.
1, sophomore Jennifer Newman;
No. 2, senior Cassie Sumrow, and
No. 3, junior Heather Lehman.
They are also returning their No.
5 singles player in senior Lisa
Duncan.
"We're as close as a team as
we've ever been," says Lehman.
"We all get along and we're hav

ing a great time together," she
adds.
"Everybody who has come
back this year has taken a leader
ship role," says Starzyk. "We're
really looking to take that next
step up," says Starzyk of his
team's potential this year.
The team has also added a
lot of new and bright faces. The
key newcomers for this years
team are: Jenna Moreno, Victoria
Lamphere, Yuri Camacho and
Sarah Majors and transfer from
' UCR Teresa Franco.
Coach Starzyk believes the
expectations for this team is to
become more competitive and
earn a playoff spot.
He believes that this young
team must take it one step at a
time to reach that goal.
However,
players
like
Heather Lehman are hoping to
make that huge leap and compete
for the CCAA title.
The CCAA is a very tough
division in women's tennis. Four
of the top teams in the conference
were nationally ranked last year,
and all those teams are returning
every one of their top players.
For now the women on the
team are just trying to make a
name for themselves and help

Rolterl iViiiieheuJ/CSUSB
ON THE PROWL: Jennifer Newman (left) and Heather Lehman (right) are both poised and focused to
take the CCAA by storm.
No. 3, Lisa Dimcan and Teresa
bring the women's tennis pro really think we look good in dou
Franco.
gram into the spotlight, which: bles," says Starzyk.
This year's squad really has
"I
think
we're
going
to
do
has been in relative obscurity,
hopes
of improving and earning
throughout it's history at CSUSB. real good in doubles this year,"
more
respect from conference
sophomore
Jennifer
The school eliminated women's says
foes.
tennis in 1992 and then reinstated Newman.
Every player is hoping that
This year's double pairs con
play in 1996.
her
singles
efforts and doubles
The team members have a sist of: No.I, Cassie Sumrow and
efforts
will
help this team
firm belief that their doubles play Jennifer Newman; No.2, Sarah
improve.
is their strong suit this year. "I Majors and Heather Lehman; and

